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ABSTRACT 
This paper is about how to represent and solve decision problems in Bayesian decision 
theory (e.g. [6]). A general representation, called decision etworks, is proposed based 
on influence diagrams [10]. This new representation i corporates the idea, from Markov 
decision processes (e.g. [5]), that a decision may be conditionally independent of certain 
pieces of available information. It also allows multiple cooperative agents and facilitates 
the exploitation of separability in the utility function. Decision networks inherit the 
advantages ofboth influence diagrams and Markov decision processes, which makes them 
a better epresentation framework for decision analysis, planning under uncertainty, and 
medical diagnosis and treatment. 
Influence diagrams are stepwise-solvable, in the sense that they can be evaluated by 
considering one decision at a time. However, the evaluation of a decision network re- 
quires, in general, simultaneous consideration ofall the decisions. The theme of this paper 
is to seek the weakest condition under which decision etworks are stepwise-solvable and 
to seek the best algorithms for evaluating stepwise-solvable d cision networks. A con- 
cept of decomposability s introduced for decision etworks, and it is shown that when a 
decision network is decomposable, a divide-and-conquer strategy can be utilized to aid 
its evaluation. In particular, when a decision network is stepwise-decomposable, it can 
be evaluated not only by considering one decision at a time, but also by considering one 
portion of the network at a time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is about how to represent and solve decision problems in Bayesian 
decision theory (e.g. Fishburn [6]). A general representation, called decision 
networks, is proposed based on influence diagrams (Howard and Matheson [10]). 
This new representation incorporates the idea, from Markov decision processes 
(e.g. Denardo [5]), that a decision may be conditionally independent of certain 
pieces of available information. It also allows multiple cooperative agents and 
facilitates the exploitation of separability in the utility function. 
Influence diagrams are stepwise-solvable, that is they can be evaluated by con- 
sidering one decision at a time (Shachter [26]). However, the evaluation of a 
decision network requires, in general, simultaneous consideration of all the de- 
cisions. The theme of this paper is to seek the weakest condition under which 
decision etworks are stepwise-solvable and to search for the best algorithms for 
evaluating stepwise-solvable decision etworks. 
This introductory section motivates decision etworks by revealing interesting 
aspects of decision problems that cannot be represented in influence diagrams or in 
Markov decision processes. Section 2 introduces the concept of decision etworks 
and addresses some of the foundational issues. Formal definitions are given in sec- 
tion 3. As the first step toward stepwise-solvability, section 4investigates when and 
how a decision etwork can be decomposed into two subnetworks such that he net- 
work can be evaluated by evaluating those two subnetworks. Stepwise-soluability 
is accomplished by the introduction, in section 5, of stepwise-decomposable de- 
cision networks (SDDNs), which are, roughly speaking, decision networks that 
can be decomposed into n--the number of decision odes--subnetworks such that 
the networks can be evaluated by evaluating the n subnetworks one by one. The 
evaluation of SDDNs is studied in details in sections 5 and 6. There are a num- 
ber of previous approaches for evaluating influence diagrams. Because influence 
diagrams are special SDDNs, they can also be evaluated by the approach devel- 
oped in this paper for evaluating SDDNs. Section 7 shows that our approach is 
advantageous over those previous approaches. The paper concludes with section 8. 
Organization of this Section 
We begin by reviewing the concept of influence diagrams (subsection I. 1). An 
influence diagram is a representation f a single agent's view of the world as rele- 
vant to a decision problem; it spells out information availability for each decision. 
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Several constraints follow from the semantics influence diagrams (subsection 1.2). 
A decision etwork, on the other hand, is a representation f the view of the world 
of a group of cooperative agents with a common goal; it indicates both information 
availability and dependency for each decision ode. Some constraints of influence 
diagrams do not apply to decision etworks. Syntactically decision etworks are 
arrived at by lifting several constraints from influence diagrams (subsection 1.2). 
The lifting of the constraints yields representational advantages both in decision 
analysis (subsection 1.3) and in Markov decision processes ( ubsections 1.4). (The 
lifting of the constraints also yields computational advantages, aswill be shown in 
section 7. ) Subsection 1.6 provides adescription of all the subclasses of decision 
networks we will encounter later. Finally, subsection 1.7 suggests who might be 
interested in this paper and why. 
1.1. Influence Diagrams: A Review 
One thing that sits in the background of this paper is decision analysis--a 
methodology for solving multiple-decision problems in Bayesian theory. Within 
decision analysis, there are two frameworks for representing decision problems, 
namely decision trees and influence diagrams. Decision trees (see North [ 18] and 
Raiffa [24]) came into existence during the 1930s and 1940s (Shafer [30]). They 
were the only way to represent the structure of a decision problem in the early 
seventies. In the late seventies and early eighties, researchers began to notice the 
shortcomings of decision trees. For one thing, decision trees are usually very 
complicated. According to Smith [36], the first thing to do in decision analysis 
is to find a large piece of paper. Other drawbacks of decision trees include that 
they are not very intuitive and, most importantly, that they are unable to represent 
independencies. 
Influence diagrams were introduced by Howard and Matheson [10] (see also 
Miller et al. [16]) to overcome the shortcomings of decision trees. They specify 
a decision problem at three levels: relation, function, and number. The level of 
relation indicates that one variable depends in a general way on others. For ex- 
ample, one's income probabilistically depends on one's age, and one's age deter- 
ministically depends on one's birth date. The level of number specifies numerical 
probabilities for each conditional nd unconditional event, and the numerical value 
of a variable given the values of the variables that the variable deterministically 
depends upon. The level of function describes the form of dependencies, which 
is useful in arriving at the level of number. For examples, profit equals revenue 
minus cost; if a man is in his thirties, then the probability distribution of his income 
is a normal distribution with mean $45,000 and standard eviation 1000. 
As an example, consider the well known oil wildcatter problem from [24]: 
The oil wildcatter must decide either to drill or not to drill. He is 
uncertain about he oil deposit. At a cost, he could conduct a test on 
the seismic structure, which would disclose whether the terrain below 
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Figure 1. An influence diagram for the oil wildcatter problem. 
has no structure, closed structure, or open structure. The problem is 
whether or not the wildcatter should conduct he test? Whether or not 
he should drill? 
Figure 1 shows the level of relation of the influence diagram for this problem. 
From the diagram, we read that the tes t  decision is to be made based on no 
information, and the dri 11 decision is to be made based on the decision to test 
and the tes t - resu l t .  The random variable tes t - resu l t  directly depends 
on the decision to tes t  and the se ismic -s t ruc ture ,  and it is independent 
of oi l -underground given test and seismic-structure. The random 
variable sei smic- structure directly depends on oi l-underground. Fi- 
nally, the uti l i ty deterministically depends on test, drill, and 
oil-underground. 
At the level of number, we need to specify the prior probability of 
o i l -underground,  the conditional probability of se i smic -s t ruc ture  
given o i  1 -underground,  and the conditional probability of tes  t - resu l  t 
given tes t  and se ismic -s t ruc ture .  We need also to specify the value of 
u t i  1 i ty  for each array of values of tes t ,  d r i  11, and o i l -underground.  
To evaluate an influence diagram is to find an optimal policy and the optimal 
expected value. In [10], an influence diagram is evaluated by first transforming 
it into a decision tree, and then evaluating the decision tree. Shachter [26] shows 
that the influence diagram can be directly evaluated. 
Before moving on, note that variables will be also called nodes when they 
are viewed as members of an influence diagram. With that in mind, we say that 
influence diagrams consists of three types of nodes: decision odes, random nodes 
and a single value node, where the value node represents utilities. 
1.1.1. REPRESENTING INDEPENDENCIES FOR RANDOM NODES. 
Compared with decision trees, influence diagrams are more intuitive, compact, 
and they make numerical assessments easier [10]. Furthermore, they serve better 
than decision trees to address the issue of value of information (Matheson [17]). 
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Figure 2. An influence diagram for the extended oil wildcatter problem. 
The most important advantage of influence diagrams over decision trees, how- 
ever, lies in their ability to represent independencies for random nodes at the level 
of relation. 
This point could be illustrated by using the oil wildcatter problem. For later 
convenience, consider extending the oil wildcatter problem by considering one 
more decision--the decision of determining an oil-sale-policy based on 
oil quality and market - in fo rmat ion .  The influence diagram for this ex- 
tended oil wildcatter problem is shown in Figure 2. By using the d-separation cri- 
terion (Pearl [21]), one can read from the network that market - in fo rmat ion  
is marginally independent of tes t ,  tes t - resu l t ,  se i smic -s t ruc ture ,  
o i 1 -underground,  d r  i 11, and o i  1 -produced.  Also, as mentioned insec- 
tion 1.1, tes t - resu l t  is independent of o i l -underground given tes t  
and se ismic  - s t ruc ture .  Those marginal and conditional independencies 
can not be represented in decision trees. 
1.2. Constraints on Influence Diagrams 
There are five constraints that one can impose on influence diagrams: namely 
the acyclicity constraint, the regularity constraint, the no-forgetting constraint, 
the single value node constraint, and the no-children-to-value-node constraint. 
Previously, only influence diagrams that satisfy all the five constraints have been 
studied. In this sense, we say that those five constraints have always been imposed 
on influence diagrams, and we always use the term "influence diagram" to mean 
an influence diagram that satisfies all five constraints. 
The acyclicity constraint requires that an influence diagram does not contain 
any directed cycles. The regularity constraint requires that there exists a directed 
path that contains all the decision odes. The no-forgetting constraint requires that 
each decision node and its parents are parents to all subsequents decision nodes. 
The single value node constraint requires that there is only one value node, and the 
no-children-to-value-node constraint requires that the value node has no children. 
The regularity constraint is due to the fact that an influence diagram is a repre- 
sentation of a single agent's view of the world as relevant to a decision problem. 
The no-forgetting constraint is due to the fact that in an influence diagram, arcs 
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into decision odes are interpreted asindications solely of information availability. 
The constraint follows if the agent does not forget information [ 10]. 
This paper is about decision etworks, a representation framework for multi- 
decision problems that is more general than influence diagrams. Syntactically, 
decision etworks are arrived at by lifting the regularity, no-forgetting, and single 
value node constraints from influence diagrams. Semantically, a decision etwork 
is a representation f the view of the world of a group of cooperative agents with 
a common utility, and in decision etworks, arcs into decision ode indicate both 
information availability and dependency. 
The idea of a representation framework for decision problems free of the reg- 
ularity and no-forgetting constraints i not new. Howard and Matheson [10] have 
suggested the possibility of such a framework. The next three sections conduct a
close examination on the reasons for lifting the regularity, no-forgetting, and single 
value node constraints from influence diagrams. The reasons arise from decision 
analysis, and from Markov decision processes. 
1.3. Lifting Constraints: Reasons Pertaining to Decision Analysis 
1.3.1. LIFTING THE NO-FORGETI'ING CONSTRAINT. The no-for- 
getting constraint originates from the interpretation f arcs into decision nodes 
as indications of only information availability [10]. More specifically, there is an 
arc from a random node r to a decision node d if and only if the value of r is 
observed at the time the decision d is to be made. The no-forgetting constraint is
to capture the rationale that people do not destroy information on purpose; thus 
information available arlier should also be available later [10, 26]. 
The primary reason for lifting the no-forgetting constraint is that it does not 
allow the representation f conditional independencies for decision nodes, and 
there do exist cases where the decision-maker, f om her/his knowledge about he 
decision problem, is able to tell that a decision does not depend on certain pieces 
of available information. In our extended oil wildcatter problem, for instance, it
is reasonable toassume that the decision o i  1- s a le -po  1 i cy  is independent of
test, test-result, and dri l l  given oil-produced. 
Independencies for decision nodes are interesting not only because they exist 
in applications. More importantly, assumptions about such independencies must 
sometimes be made to approximate he world for the sake of computational ef- 
ficiency or even feasibility. In the domain of medical diagnosis and treatment, 
for instance, one usually needs to consider a number of, say 10, time slices. To 
compute the diagnosis and treatment for the last time slice, one needs to consider 
all the previous nine time slices. In the acute abdomen pain example studied by 
Provan and Clarke [23], there are, for each decision ode, 6 parents that lie in the 
same time slice as the decision node. This means that the decision node at the 
last time slice has a total of 69 parents. In the simplest case of all variables being 
binary, we need to compute a decision table of 269 entries, an impossible task. 
The same difficulty exists for planning under uncertainty (Dean and Wellman [4]). 
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Figure 3. A decision network for the extended oil wildcatter problem, with independen- 
cies for the decision node o i l - sa le -po l i cy  explicitly represented. 
One way to overcome this difficulty is to approximate he decision problem by 
assuming that the decision in a time slice depends only on the previous, say one 
time slice, and is conditionally independent ofall earliest ime slices. In this case, 
the decision table sizes for the abdomen pain example are limited to 213 = 8192, 
still large but manageable. 
Independence for decision nodes can not be represented in influence diagrams. 
Going back to our extended oil wildcatter problem, even though we have made the 
assumption that oil-sale-policy is independent of test, test-result, 
and dr i l l  given o i l -p roduced,  in Figure 2 there are still arcs from tes t ,  
test-result, and drill to oil-sale-policy. 
Following [36], this paper einterprets arcs into decision nodes as indication of 
both information availability and (potential) dependency. This new interpretation 
enables us to explicitly represent conditional independencies for decision nodes. 
To be more specific, the judgement that d is conditionally independent of r can be 
represented by simply not drawing an arc from r to d, even when the value of r is 
observed at the time the decision d is to be made. 
In our example, ifwe explicitly represent the as sumption that o i 1 - s a 1 e -p  o 1 - 
icy is independent of test, test-result, and drill given oil-pro- 
duced, then the decision network for the extended oil wildcatter problem be- 
comes the one shown in Figure 3. We notice that there are no arcs from tes t ,  
tes t - resu l t ,  and dr i l l  to o i l - sa le -po l i cy ;  the network is simpler 
than the one in Figure 2. 
Another advantage ofthe new interpretation farcs into decision nodes is that it 
provides uniform semantics to both arcs into decision nodes and arcs into random 
nodes; namely they both indicate dependence. 
It is evident hat the no-forgetting constraint is not compatible with the new 
interpretation f arcs into decision nodes. It needs to be lifted. 
1.3.2. LIFTING THE SINGLE VALUE NODE CONSTRAINT. As 
pointed out by Tatman and Shachter [38] and by Shenoy [35], the total utility 
of a decision problem can sometimes be decomposed into several components. 
In our extended oil wildcatter problem, for instance, u t  i 1 i ty  can decomposed 
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Oil 
Figure 4. A decision etwork for the extended oil wildcatter problem with multiple value 
nodes. The total utility is the sum of all the four value nodes. 
into the summation of four components, namely test-cost, dri l l -cost, 
sale-cost, and oil-sales. In such a case, we assign one value node for 
each component of the total utility, with the understanding that the total utility is 
the sum of all the value nodes. Figure 4 shows the resulting decision etwork after 
splitting the value node ut  i l i  ty  in Figure 2. 
A major advantage of multiple value nodes over a single value node is that 
multiple value nodes may reveal independencies for decision nodes that are oth- 
erwise hidden. As seen later, there is a way for one to graph-theoretically tellthat 
in Figure 4 o i l - sa le -po l i cy  is independent of test, test-result,  and 
dr i l l  given o i l -p roduced.  The same can not be done for the network in 
Figure 2. 
In subsection 1.3.1, we said that from her/his knowledge about he extended oil 
wildcatter problem, the decision-maker may be able to say that 
o i l - sa le -po l i cy  is independent of test, test-result, and dri l l  
given o i l -p roduced.  Here we see that when multiple value nodes are in- 
troduced, those independencies can actually be derived from the network itself, 
even if the decision-maker fails to explicitly recognize them. 
INDEPENDENCE FOR DECISION NODES AND REMOVABLE ARCS. The 
next two paragraphs give another eason for lifting the no-forgetting constraint. 
When a decision node is independent of a certain parent, the arc from that parent 
to the decision node is removable, in the sense that its removal does not affect he 
optimal expected value of the decision problem, l It is a good idea to remove such 
arcs at a preprocessing stage, as it yields simpler diagrams. However, removing 
arcs from an influence diagram leads to the violation of the no-forgetting constraint. 
Consider the influence diagram in Figure 4. Because from the network it- 
self it can be determined that o i l - sa le -po l i cy  is independent of tes t ,  
test-result, and dri l l  given oi l-produced, the arcs from test, 
lThis is proved in Zhang [41]. 
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Figure 5. The decision network obtained from the one in Figure 4 by deleting some 
removable arcs. This network is no longer no-forgetting. 
test-result, and drill to oi l -sale-pol icy are removable. Removing 
those arcs results in the network in Figure 5, which is no longer no-forgetting. This 
shows that in order to prune removable arcs from influence diagrams, we need to 
consider decision networks that do not satisfy the no-forgetting constraint. 
1.3.3. LIPTING THE REGULARITY CONSTRAINT. The regularity con- 
straint requires that there is a total ordering among the decision nodes. It is also 
called the single decision-maker condition [I0]. When there is more than one 
decision-maker who cooperates to achieve a common goal, the regularity con- 
straint is no longer appropriate. 
Consider further extending our oil wildcatter problem so that that there is not 
only oil but also natural gas. In this case, a gas -sa le -po l i cy  also needs to be 
set. Suppose the company headquarters makes the tes t  and dr i l l  decisions, 
while the oil department sets the o i l - sa le -po l i cy  and the gas department 
sets the gas -sa le -po l i cy .  Then it is inappropriate o impose an order be- 
tween o i l - sa le -po l i cy  and gas -sa le -po l i cy ,  as there is no reason why 
the gas department (or the oil department) should reach its decision earlier than 
the other department. A decision network for the further extended oil wildcat- 
ter problem is shown in Figure 6. We notice that there is no ordering between 
oi l -sale-pol icy and gas-sale-policy. 
Even in the case of one decision-maker, the regularity constraint may be over 
restrictive. From knowledge and experience, the decision-maker may be able to 
conclude that the ordering between two decision nodes is irrelevant; one has the 
same optimal expected value either way. In our further extended oil wildcatter 
problem, it may be reasonable to assume that it makes no difference whether 
gas-sale-pol icy or oi l -sale-pol icy is set first. 
Even when the ordering between two decision matters, the decision- maker may 
not know the ordering beforehand. Suppose our oil wildcatter determines, on the 
first day of every month, the gas -sa le -po l i cy  and o i l - sa le -po l i cy  for 
the coming month, based on the policies for the last month and market information. 
In this case, we are uncertain as to which one of those two decisions hould be 
made first. 
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Figure 6. A decision network for the further extended oil wildcatter problem. It is not 
regular, is "forgetting", and has more than one value node. 
Here is one more reason for lifting the no-forgetting constraint. Together with 
the regularity constraint, he no-forgetting constraint says that information avail- 
able when making an earlier decision should also be available when making a 
later decision. In the further extended oil wildcatter problem, we do not know 
beforehand whether o i l - sa le -po l i cy  comes first or gas -sa le -po l i cy  
comes first. In such a case, the no-forgetting constraint can not be enforced. 
1.4. Lifting Constraints: Reasons Pertaining to MDPs 
Like decision analysis, finite stage Markov decision processes (MDP) are a 
model for applying Bayesian decision theory to solve multiple-decision problems. 
Recent research as shown application promise for a combination of MDPs and 
influence diagrams in the form of temporal influence diagrams in planning under 
uncertainty [4] and in diagnosis and treatment/repair [23]. 
One goal of this paper is to provide a common framework for both finite stage 
MDPs and influence diagrams. Doing so necessitates the lifting of the no-forgetting 
and the single value node constraint. The subsection below briefly reviews finite 
stage MDPs, and the next subsection will explain why it is necessary to lift the 
two constraints. 
1.4.1. FINITE STAGE MDPs. Finite stage MDPs are a model for sequen- 
tial decision making (Denardo [5], Bertsekas [2]). The model has to do with 
controlling a dynamic system over a finite number of time periods. At the be- 
ginning of each period, the decision-maker observes the state of the system and 
chooses a control alternative. The transition probabilities from one period to the 
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next depend on the decision made and are assumed to be known. The decision- 
maker earns a certain amount of reward in each period, which depends upon the 
states of the system at the beginning of the period and at the beginning of the next 
period, and depends upon the decision made. The problem is how to make the 
control decisions o as to maximize the decision-maker's total reward. 
A classic example of finite stage MDP is the problem of inventory control. Con- 
sider a ski retailer [5]. From September toFebruary, he/she makes an order from 
the wholesaler at the first day of the month. The amount of the order depends on 
his current stock--stock at the beginning of next month depends probabilistically 
on the current stock and how large the order is. This conditional (transition) proba- 
bility can be estimated from Poisson distribution because the number of customers 
who arrive at a service facility during a period has, typically, aPoisson distribution. 
The profits our retailer makes during each month is computed from the number of 
pairs of skis sold and the difference between the wholesale and retail prices. 
The standard way to find optimal decisions in a finite stage Markov decision 
process is by means of dynamic programming. In this approach, one begins with 
the last period and works backward to the first period. An optimal policy for the 
last period is found by maximizing the reward for that period. Then the whole 
last period is replaced by one value node, which is counted as reward in the next 
last period. This results in a finite stage MDP with one less period. One keeps 
repeating the procedure on the new process, till all the periods have been accounted 
for. This is very similar to the folding-back strategy for evaluating decision trees. 
Note that in Markov decision processes, the decision in one period is made based 
only on the current state of the dynamic system. The previous tates of the system 
and previous decisions do not play any role even though they are known to the 
decision-maker. This is due to a fundamental result of MDPs: the current decision 
is independent of the previous tates and decisions, given the current state. 
1.4.2. REPRESENTING FINITE STAGE MDPs. This paper achieves a
common framework for decision analysis and finite stage MDPs by representing 
the MDPs as decision etworks. 
Because we have reinterpreted arcs into decision nodes as indications of both 
information availability and potential dependency, finite stage MDPs can be rep- 
resented naturally as decision etworks. Figure 7 (1) depicts a three-stage MDP 
in the graph-theoretic language of decision etworks. We notice that there are no 
arcs from sl and dl to d2 even though Sl and dl will be observed at the time the 
decision d2 is to be made. The reason is that d2 is independent ofsl and dl given 
$2. 
However if we insist, as in influence diagrams, on interpreting arcs into deci- 
sion nodes as indications of only information availability, then it is cumbersome 
to represent finite stage MDPs. Figure 7 (2) depicts the influence diagram that 
represents he three-stage MDP [38]. One can see that there is a number of extra 
no-forgetting arcs, namely arcs from sl and dl to d2 and d3, and from s2 and d2 to 
d3. The presence of those arcs not only complicates the network, but also obscures 
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Figure 7. A three period finite stage MDE 
a fundamental result of MDP, namely that the current decision is independent of
previous tates and decisions given the current state. 
Tatman and Shachter's algorithm is able to detect hat d2 does not depend on Sl 
and dl, and that d3 does not depend on Sl, di, s2, and d2. So, the extra no-forgetting 
arcs makes no difference to the decision problem after all. They were introduced 
only because there was no concept of a decision network that does not satisfy the 
no-forgetting constraint, o say nothing of dealing with them. 
In a finite stage MDE there is a reward in each period. This can be naturally 
represented by assigning one value node for each period, as shown in Figure 7 (1). 
Note that s3 separates the last period from all the previous periods. If we insist, as 
in influence diagrams, on the single value node constraint, hen we need to connect 
vl, v2, and o3 into a "super node" [38], as shown in Figure 7 (2). One notices that 
no longer s3 separates the last period from all the previous periods. This is another 
reason for lifting the single value node constraint. 
1.4.3. THE ORIGINS OF THE FEATURES OF DECISION NETWORKS. 
Decision networks can be viewed as the result of combining certain characteristics 
of influence diagrams and certain characteristics of MDP's. 
From influence diagrams, decision networks inherit the graph-theoretic lan- 
guage and most of its semantics. Like influence diagrams, decision networks are 
acyclic directed graphs with three types of nodes: decision nodes, random nodes, 
and value nodes; arcs into random nodes indicate probabilistic dependence, while 
arcs into value nodes indicate deterministic dependence. 
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From influence diagrams, decision etworks also inherit he ability to represent 
conditional independencies forrandom nodes. 
On the other hand, decision etworks inherit from MDP's the ability to represent 
conditional independencies for decision nodes, and the ability to accommodate 
multiple values nodes. 
Decision networks have as their own the abilities to represent multiple cooper- 
ative agents and accommodate unordered ecision odes. 
1.5. Why Not Lifted Earlier 
Howard and Matheson [10] have hinted that in the case of multiple decision 
makers, the regularity and no-forgetting constraints may be violated. Smith [36] 
has also mentioned that it is possible that a decision maker may choose or be 
compelled to "forget". Yet, no one before has studied ecision etworks that are 
not regular and/or are "forgetting". Why? 
Howard and Matheson [10] deal only with regular and no-forgetting decision 
networks (influence diagrams), because for evaluation, decision etworks are first 
transformed into decision trees, and the transformation is possible only for regu- 
lar no-forgetting decision networks. Even though new algorithms for evaluating 
influence diagrams have been developed after [10] (see, for example, [26]), the 
correctness of all those algorithms relies on the regularity and no-forgetting con- 
straints. This is probably why those constraints have always been imposed on 
influence diagrams. In this paper, we shall show that one can evaluate a decision 
network, even if it is not regular and no-forgetting. This opens up the possibility 
of working with general decision etworks. 
1.6. Subclasses of Decision Networks 
The lifting of the no-forgetting, the regularity, and the single value node con- 
straints from influence diagrams leaves us only with the acyclicity and no-children- 
to-value-node constraints. Those two constraints define the concept of decision 
network. This subsection previews ubclasses of decision networks we will en- 
counter in this paper. 
Influence diagrams and finite stage MDP's are two existing subclasses of de- 
cision networks, which have been studied for many years. It is known that both 
of those subclasses of decision networks are stepwise-solvable, i.e they can be 
evaluated by considering one decision ode at a time. 
The most important subclass of decision networks introduced in this paper is 
stepwise-decomposable decision etworks (SDDN). They include both influence 
diagrams and finite stage MDP's as special cases (See Figure 8). All SDDN's are 
stepwise-solvable; and we have shown else where [41] that stepwise-decompos- 
ability is the weakest graph-theoretical riterion that guarantees stepwise-solv- 
ability. 
The decision networks that are not stepwise-decomposable can be of various 
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Figure 8. Subclasses of decision etworks. 
degrees of decomposability. Toevaluate them, one needs to simultaneously con- 
sider two or more decision odes. The number of decisions one needs to consider 
simultaneously is determined by the degree by which the network is decompos- 
able. The divide and conquer strategy spelled out in Section 4 can be utilized to 
explore the decomposability of a given decision etwork. 
Smooth decision etworks are introduced for technical convenience. They are 
conceptually simple and thus easy to manage. So, they are used to introduce 
new concepts and to prove theorems. Non-smooth decision networks can be be 
transformed into equivalent smooth decision etworks when necessary. 
1.7. Who Would Be Interested and Why 
Generally speaking, if you anticipate a solution to your problem by Bayesian de- 
cision theory, you should find this paper interesting, because itprovides ageneral 
framework---decision networks--for applying Bayesian decision theory. Prob- 
lems representable as MDPs are solved in decision networks in the same way as 
before. Problems representable in influence diagrams can be solved in decision 
networks at least as efficiently as, and usually more efficiently, than in influence 
diagrams. 
If you are a decision analyst, you might appreciate he ability of decision net- 
works to represent independencies for decision nodes, to accommodate multiple 
cooperative decision-makers, and to handle multiple value nodes. You might find 
it a relief that you do not have to completely order the decision nodes before- 
hand. Furthermore, you might appreciate he efficiency and other advantages of
our algorithms. 
If your problem falls into the category of MDPs, you might find the concept of 
decision etworks helpful in assessing the transition probabilities and rewards. In 
the ski retailer problem (subsection 1.4), many factors may affect he transition 
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probabilities and rewards, for example deterioration of stock, delivery lag, pay- 
ment upon delivery by the retailer and by customers, refusal to enter backlog by 
customers [5]. Within MDPs, one needs to figure out the dynamic programming 
functional equation for each combination of the factors. In decision networks, 
consideration f one more factor simply corresponds tothe addition of one more 
node. This allows one to consider more factors than before. The representation 
advantage ofdecision etworks may benefit Control Theory in general. 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) researchers who are concerned with planning and 
diagnosis and treatment/repair should also find this paper interesting. 
Planning is a process of constructing courses of action in response to some 
objective. Because the planner might not have complete knowledge about the 
environment and about he effects of actions, planning is usually performed under 
uncertainty. As a theory for rational choice of actions under uncertainty, Bayesian 
decision theory naturally comes into play. Preliminary research [4] has indicated 
that successful application of Bayesian decision theory in planning under uncer- 
tainty calls for a framework that combines characteristics of influence diagrams 
and those of MDPs. Research on diagnosis and treatment [23] has pointed to the 
same direction. The concept of the decision etwork introduced in this paper may 
prove to be a good combination of influence diagrams and MDPs. Also, the ability 
of decision etworks to represent conditional independencies fordecision odes 
may be computationally essential for those areas. 
2. DECISION NETWORKS: THE CONCEPT 
This section introduces the concept of decision etworks and addresses some 
of the foundational issues. Formal definitions will be provided in section 3. 
The concept of decision etworks i  intuitively illustrated through an example in 
subsection 2.1. Subection 2.2 exposes the way by which other authors develop the 
concept of Bayesian etworks from joint probabilities by means of the chain rule of 
probabilities, and by using the concept of conditional independencies. Subsection 
2.3 derives the concept of decision network, through the concept of Bayesian 
networks, from a standard setup of Bayesian decision theory by considering what 
we call multiple-decision problems. Subsection 2.9 discusses the fundamental 
constraints hat decision etworks need to satisfy and argues that decision etworks 
are the most general representation framework for solving what we call multiple- 
decision problems in Bayesian decision theory. 
2.1. Decision Networks Intuitively 
In this subsection, we illustrate the concept of decision networks through an 
example. 
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Decision networks can be understood at two levels: relation and number. At 
the level of relation, decision networks are directed graphs consisting of three 
types of nodes: decision nodes, random nodes, and value nodes. They are used 
to graphically represent the structures of decision problems. The structures of the 
further extended oil wildcatter problem, for instance, can be represented by the 
decision network shown in Figure 6. Following the convention i  the literature, 
we draw decision odes as rectangles, random nodes as ovals, and value nodes as 
diamonds. 
Briefly, here are the semantics of a decision network. Arcs into random nodes 
indicate probabilistic dependencies. A random node depends on all its parents and 
is independent of all its nondescendants given the values of its parents. In the ex- 
tended oil wildcatter problem, test-result, for instance, probabilistically de- 
pends on se ismic -s t ructure  and the decision to tes t ,  but is independent of 
gas-underground and oi l -underground given seismic-structure 
and test. 
Arcs into decision odes indicate both information availabilities and functional 
dependencies. In our example, the arc from o i l -p roduced to o i l - sa le -  
po l  i cy  means that he oil wildcatter will have learned the quantity and quality of 
crude o i l -p roduced when he decides on the o i l - sa le -po l i cy  and thinks 
that the quantity and quality of o i l -p roduced should affect he o i l - sa le -  
policy. There is no arc from oi l -underground tO oil-sale-policy 
because information about o i l -underground is not directly available. There 
is no arc from test-result to oil-sale-policy, because the oil wildcat- 
ter figures that the information about test-result should not affect the oil- 
sale-pol icy because he/she will already have learned the quality and quantity 
of crude o i l -p roduced at the time the policy is to be made. 
Arcs into value nodes indicate functional dependencies. A value node is char- 
acterized by a function of its parents; the function take real number values, which 
represent the decision-maker's utilities. In the extended oil wildcatter problem, 
oil-sales is a function of oil-produced, oil-market, and oil-sale- 
po l i cy .  It depends on no other nodes. For each possible value of o i l -  
produced, oil-market, and oil-sale-policy, the value of this function 
stands for the corresponding expected oil-sales. The total utility is the sum of 
all the value nodes; namely the sum of tes t -cos t ,  d r i l l - cos t ,  o i l - sa le  
and gas-sale. 
At the level of number, adecision etwork contains the conditional probability 
of each random node given the parents of the node and the prior probability of each 
random node that does not have any parents. It also contains autility function for 
each value node. 
In a decision network, the decision about a decision node is made knowing the 
values of the parents of the node. Optimal decisions are decisions that maximize 
the expected total utility. The goals of decision analysis are to find the optimal 
decisions and to determine the optimal expected total utility. 
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2.2. Bayesian Networks 
One way to understand ecision networks is to think of them as developed from 
the standard Bayesian decision theory setup. We shall explain this in the next 
section. As a preparation, this section develops the concept of Bayesian networks 
from joint probabilities by means of the chain rule of probabilities and the concept 
of conditional independency [ 10, 21 ]. 
Let X be a set of random variables. Let P(X)  be the joint probability over 
the variables in X. It is usually difficult, if possible at all, to assess the joint 
probability directly. One way to assess the joint probability indirectly is first to 
choose an ordering over the variable set X, say xl, x2 . . . . .  xn, then to expand the 
joint probability by the chain rule as follows: 
P(x l ,  x2 . . . . .  xn) = P(Xl )P(x21xl ) . . .  P(xnlXl . . . . .  Xn-l). (1) 
We shall refer to the ordering as an expansion ordering. Because of equation (1), 
to assess the joint probability P(X) ,  it suffices to assess P(xi[xl . . . . .  Xi- l)  for 
each i e {1 . . . . .  n}. 
Often a decision-maker is able to determine a proper subset rrxi of {x I . . . . .  xi -  l } 
that are "directly related" to xi such that other variables in {xl . . . . .  xi - l  } are only 
"indirectly related" to xi via 7rxi. Translating into the language of the probability 
theory, this means that xi is independent of other variables in {xl . . . . .  xi - l  } given 
rrxi. Formally that is 
P(xi IXl . . . . .  Xi- l)  : P(xi IJrxi). (2) 
This equation further reduces the assessment task. 
Given an expansion ordering xl . . . . .  Xn and 7rx~ . . . . .  Jrx,, we construct a di- 
rected graph by the following rule: 
For any xi and XJ, draw an arc from x i to xj if and only i fxi ~ rrxj. 
The acyclic directed graph so constructed, together with the conditional probabil- 
ities P(xi IJrxi), is called a Bayesian network for the joint probability P(X) .  
As an example, consider the following decision scenario which is borrowed 
from Poole and Neufeld [22]. The scenario involves five variables: a la rm,  
fire, tampering, smoke, and leaving, denoting respectively the follow- 
ing propositions: the alarm is on, there is a fire, somebody is tampering; there 
is smoke, and people are leaving. An expansion ordering for the joint prob- 
ability P (a la rm,  f i re ,  tamper ing ,  smoke,  leav ing)  could be ( f i re ,  
tamper ing ,  a la rm,  leav ing ,  smoke).  Suppose it is reasonable to set 
] [ tamper ing : ~, )Talarm : {fire, tampering}, 7[leaving = {alarm}, and 
7rsmok e ~- { f i re} .  Then we get the Bayesian network shown in Figure 9 (1). 
Another expansion ordering could be ( leav ing ,  a la rm,  smoke,  f i re ,  
tamper ing) .  Suppose it is reasonable to set Jralarm = { leav ing} ,  rrsmoke = 
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Figure 9. Two Bayesian etworks for the joint probability 
P (alarm, fire, tampering, smoke, leaving). 
(2) 
[alarm}, / [ f i re  : [alarm, smoke), and/[tampering = [fire, alarm). Then 
we get the Bayesian etwork shown in Figure 9 (2). This network has more arcs 
than the one in (1). 
How should one choose an expansion ordering? The answer provided by 
Howard and Matheson [10] is that the ordering should be chosen such that the 
decision-maker would feel natural and comfortable in assessing the Zrxi'S and 
the P(xi I]'~Xi)'S. For example, it probably is easier to assess P(alarmlfire, 
tampering) than to assess P(tamperinglfire, alarm). Smith [37] says 
that one should choose the ordering to minimize the number of arcs in the result- 
ing directed graph. In our example, the network in Figure 9 (1) is preferred to the 
network in (2). Pearl ([21], pp. 50-51) claims that when there are cause-effect 
relationships among the variables, the structure of a Bayesian etwork can be di- 
rectly determined from the cause-effect relationships. For example, tamper ing  
and fire cause alarm, fire causes moke, alarm causes leaving. 
2.3. Decision Networks 
In this subsection, the concept of decision networks is developed as a way to 
represent of the knowledge (beliefs) and utilities that are needed in order to solve 
what we call multiple-decision problems in Bayesian decision theory. Let us begin 
with a standard setup of Bayesian decision theory. 
2.4. A General Setup of Bayesian Decision Theory 
Here is a general setup of Bayesian decision theory (G~denfors et al. 
Fishburn [6]): 
[8], 
1. There is a set X of (random and decision) variables, which are relevant to a 
decision problem; 
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2. There is a set A of policies and for each possible policy geA, there is a 
corresponding probability P~(X), which specifies how the policy g affects 
the state of affairs; and 
3. There is a utility function #(X),  which specifies the decision-maker's pref- 
erences about the possible states of affairs. 
The problem is to decide on a policy g0 that maximizes the expected utility, that is 
ZP~°(X) Iz (X)=max'{ZP~(X) Iz (X)} x (3) 
where )-~x means summation over all the possible values of X. 
In equation (3), summation is used instead of integration because we deal only 
with discrete variables in this paper. However, most of our results can be extended 
to the case of continuous variables. 
2.5. Multiple-Decision Problems 
In applications, the decision maker usually needs to set the values for a number 
of variables dl . . . . .  dk. Let OBS(di) denote the set of all the variables whose 
values will be observed by the decision maker at the time when the decision di is 
tO be made. 
Sometimes, as in MDPs, the decision maker is able to qualitatively tell that some 
of those observed variables are irrelevant o di. On other occasions, the decision 
maker may be forced, for example by computational complexity, to approximate 
the world by making such irrelevance assumptions. Let rr~ be a subset of OBS(di), 
such that the variables in OBS(di) - rc 0 ai are, according to the decision-maker, 
irrelevant to the decision di given Jr ° di" 
Before one can solve a problem, one needs first to clearly state the problem. The 
concept of multiple-decision problems is introduced as a way to pose a decision 
problem. A multiple-decision problem is a set 79 = {< di, 7rd0/ > 11 < i < k}, 
where the di's are decision variables and Jr ° is the set of those those variables di 
depending upon whose values the decision maker is to choose a value for di. 
The further extended oil wildcatter problem (Figure 6) is a multiple-decision 
problem. The decision maker needs to decide on a value for each of the following 
variables: test, dri l l ,  gas-sale-pol icy,  and oi l -sale-pol icy. The 
0 ~0,s are as follows: 0 = ~, 0 _ {test_result},Trgas_sale_policy 2[test 7[drill 
{gas-produced, gas-market}, and 7[oil_.sale_policyO = {oil- 
produced,  oi l -market}.  
Given a multiple-decision problem 79, define a partial ordering among its vari- 
ables as follows: for any two variables x and y, we say that x precedes y if xerr~', 
or if there is another variable z such that xerr z' and z precedes y. 
The fundamental constraint that a multi-decision problem must obey is the so- 
called acyclicity constraint, which requires that there does not exist two variables x
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and y such that both x precedes y and y precedes x. The reason for this constraint 
is that the precedence r lationship defined above implies time precedence. More 
explicitly, if x precedes y, then the value of x is observed or determined before 
the value of y. 
2.6. Technical Preparations 
Given a multiple-decision problem 73, let X be the union of all the variables in 
79 and other variables that are relevant to the problem. For the further extended oil 
wildcatter problem, X also contains o i l -underground,  
gas -underground,  and se ismic -s t ruc ture  in addition to the variables 
appeared in the problem statement given in the previous ubsection. 
For any variable x6X, let f2x be the frame of x, i.e. the set of all possible values 
ofx. For any subset B c_ X, let f2B = I-IxcB f2x. 
To determine a value for di based on the values of the variables in 7r ° is to di 
choose a function *i " f2zr~[ ~ f2di. Such a function is called a decision function 
(table) for di. Let A i denote the set of all the decision functions for di. The policy 
space is the Cartesian product A = l-I~=l Ai. An element of A is called apolicy. 
2.7. Deriving the Concept of Decision Networks 
One needs to have the necessary knowledge in order to solve a problem. This 
subsubsection develops decision etworks as a framework for specifying the knowl- 
edge (beliefs) and utilities that are required in order to solve a multiple-decision 
problem. 
If the decision maker wants to solve a multiple-decision problem 7) in the setup 
given in subsection 2.4, then s/he needs, according to the second item of the setup, 
to come up with a probability P6(X) for each policy g. When obtained, P6 would 
contain more information than is conveyed by 7~ and g. The portion of information 
conveyed by P~ that is not conveyed by 79 and g should originate from the decision 
maker's knowledge and beliefs about the uncertainties involved in the decision 
situation. Equipped with Bayesian etworks, we are able to explicitly spell out 
this portion of information, as demonstrated in the following. 
Assume P~(X) were somehow obtained. An expansion ordering for P~(X) 
conforms to 79 if for each di, variables in zr° i precede di in the ordering. One can 
easily verify that such an ordering is possible because 79 must be acyclic. 
Given an expansion ordering p: Xl . . . . .  Xn that conforms to 79, we could, as in 
the previous ection, expand P6 (X), determine the Zrx~ %, and construct a Bayesian 
network. Denoted by A/'6, this Bayesian network would contain the following 
information: 
1. For each decision node di, the conditional probability P~(di Irrai) and the 
fact that (Factl :) di is independent of all the variables that come before di 
in p given the variables in zrai ; and 
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2. For each random node c, the conditional probability P~(clZrc) and the fact 
that (Fact2:) c is independent of all the variables that come before ¢ in p 
given the variables in 7rc. 
-zr ° Hence Factl Because  7~di and rra° i have the same semantics, we have 7rdi- di" 
would have come from the problem statement D, and the conditional probability 
P~(di Irrcti) would have come from the policy 3. 
One the other hand, Fact2 and the conditional probability P~ (c]rcc) do not follow 
from either D or 3, and hence must have come from the decision maker. They 
represent the decision maker's knowledge and beliefs about he uncertainties in- 
volved in the decision situation and need to be elicited before the decision problem 
D can be solved in Bayesian decision theory. 
We now turn to utility. According to item 3 in the setup of subsection 2.4, 
the decision maker needs also to express his/her preferences about the possible 
state of affairs by a utility function #(X). #(X) can sometimes be decomposed 
into the summation of a number of components, each of which depends only on 
a a subset of variables in X. Suppose #(X) decomposes into m components 
#I(Z1) +. . .  +/z,n (Zm), where Zi is the set of variable which/zi depends upon. 
Introduce a value variable vi for each/zi, and attach vi to the Bayesian etwork 
Af~ by drawing arcs from each of the variables of Zi to vi. In the following, we 
shall write Zi as nvi, and lZi (Z i) as #vi (7gvi). 
To summarize the discussions above and in subsection 2.5, the decision maker 
needs to do the following in order to solve a multiple-decision problem in Bayesian 
decision theory: 
1. List the decision variables whose values are to be to determined, and the 
random variables and value variables that are related to those decision vari- 
ables; 
2. For each decision variable di, specify the set rrai of observed variables whose 
values are relevant to di, 
3. Determine an ordering p among all the variables uch that p conforms to 
the problem statement {< di, n'd0 > Ii}. Let p[< x] denote the set of nodes 
that come before x in the ordering p. 
4. For each random variable c, specify a subset Jr,. of p[< c] such that P(clp[< 
c]) = P(cfzrc), and specify the conditional probability P(clZrc); 
5. For each value variable v, specify the subset r% of variables in p[< v] that 
v depends upon and specify the utility function/zvi (rrvi). 
We call the collection of all the information specified in items 1, 2, 4, and 5 
a decision network. Thus, a decision network represents the decision maker's 
knowledge (beliefs) and preferences (utilities) that need to be elicited in order to 
solve a multiple-decision problem in Bayesian decision theory. The ordering p is 
not included as part of the decision network because it can be arbitrary as long as 
it conforms to {< di, Jr 0 ai > ri}. 
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Figure 10. Two decision etworks for the rain-and-umbrella problem. 
Smith [37] presents a way of developing the concept of influence diagrams 
(decision etworks) in terms of the so-called third-part semantics. In this section, 
the concept of decision etworks has been developed directly from a standard setup 
of Bayesian decision theory without using the third-part semantics. 
2.8. Example 
As an example, consider a decision scenario where a decision maker needs to 
decide whether to br ing -umbre l la  in light of the weather fo recast .  An 
additional variable, ra in ,  which takes the value "yes" if it does turn out to rain 
and "no" otherwise, isbelieved to be relevant to the decision and hence is included 
in our analysis. For each decision function 8 : f2forocast ~ ~'2bring-umbrella, the 
decision maker needs to come up with a joint probability Ps ( ra in ,  fo recast ,  
b r ing -  umbre l la ) .  The expansion ordering ra in ,  fo recast ,  
b r ing -umbre l la  conforms to the decision problem. If the decision maker's 
u t i l i ty - - sat i s  fac t  ion - - i s  a function of ra in  and br ing-umbre l  la ,  then 
the decision etwork is as shown in Figure 10 (1). To complete the specification 
of this network, one needs to assess the prior probability of ra in  and the condi- 
tional probability for fo recast  given ra in .  One also needs to assess the utility 
function. 
The expansion ordering forecat, rain, bring-umbrella also conforms 
to the decision problem. It gives rise to the decision network shown on Figure 
10 (2). As discussed later, one can go between those two networks by reversing 
the arc between fo recast  and ra in  using Bayes' theorem (see Howard and 
Matheson [10] and section 6.1.2). 
2.9. Fundamental Constraints 
In the introduction we have seen that among the five constraints hat have been 
imposed on influence diagrams, the regularity, the no-forgetting, and the single 
value node constraints should be lifted This short section considers the remain- 
ing two constraints, namely the acyclicity and the no-children-to-value-node con-
straints. 
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In the derivation of decision networks in the previous ection, we first had a 
Bayesian etwork A/'8 consisting of decision and random nodes. Then each value 
node v was attached to A/'~ by drawing arc from nodes in .A/'~ to v. Thus, the value 
nodes do not have children. In other words, decision networks always satisfy the 
no-children-to-value-node constraint. 
There is one issue that needs to be addressed. In the last section, we have 
assumed the set of value nodes does not intersect with the set of random and 
decision nodes. This may not be the case sometimes; there may be nodes that are 
value nodes and decision or random nodes at the same time. For example, the 
amount of money x one spends the next month is a value variable. In the mean 
time, x is also a decision variable, and it affects how much one will be willing to 
spend the month after. In such a case, we will have two copies of x: one copy 
Xd functions as a decision node, whereas the other copy xo functions as a value 
node. Because xd is a decision node, one can set its value at will, and this value 
affects later decisions. On the other hand, the value node xv depends on xd and it 
does not affect any other nodes. By appropriately introducing copies of variables, 
we can always ensure that the set of value nodes does not intersect with the set of 
random and decision nodes. 
We now turn to consider the acyclicity constraint. Decision networks must 
always be acyclic because multiple-decision problems are acyclic (subsection 2.5) 
and Bayesian etworks acyclic. In the derivation of the last section, we began with 
a joint probability P~ (X) that one must have in order to solve the multiple-decision 
problem 79 in Bayesian decision theory. Because 79 is acyclic, we were able to 
have an expansion ordering/9 for P~(X) that conforms to 79. The ordering p led 
to a Bayesian network A/'~. For any arc x---~y in the Bayesian etwork, x comes 
earlier than y in the ordering p. Therefore A/'a must be acyclic. A decision etwork 
was obtained from A/'~ by adding value nodes. Because the value nodes do not 
have any children, the decision network must also be acyclic. 
The acyclicity and the no-children-to-value-node constraints are the only two 
constraints we impose on decision networks. We have just argued that those two 
constraints are fundamental. Acyclicity is indispensable and the no-children-to- 
value-node constraint does not cause any loss of representational power. Therefore, 
we say that decision networks are the most general representation framework for 
solving multiple-decision problems in Bayesian decision theory. 
3. DECISION NETWORKS: FORMAL DEFINITIONS 
The previous section introduced the concept of decision networks; this sec- 
tion provides the exact definitions. We first formally define Bayesian networks 
(subsection 3.1) and give two properties of Bayesian etworks that will be useful 
later in a number of places (subsection 3.2). Then we present he formal def- 
initions of decision networks and of their evaluation (subsection 3.3). A naive 
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algorithm for evaluating decision networks is provided in subsection 3.4. This 
algorithm is inefficient because it simultaneously considers all the decision nodes. 
A decision network is stepwise-solvable if it can be evaluated by considering one 
decision node at a time (subsection 3.5). Obviously, stepwise-solvability is a de- 
sirable computational property. In the next three sections, we shall discuss when a 
decision network is stepwise-solvable and how to evaluate a stepwise-solvable d - 
cision network. For that purpose, we need the auxiliary concept of semi-decision 
networks (subsection 3.6). 
3.1. Formal Definition of Bayesian Networks 
Before getting started, let us note that in this paper, standard graph theory terms 
such as acyclic directed graphs, parents (direct predecessors), children (direct suc- 
cessors), predecessors, descendants ( uccessors), leaves (nodes with no children), 
and roots (nodes with no parents) will be used without giving the definitions. The 
reader is directed to Lauritzen et al. [13] for precise definitions. We shall use Zrx 
to denote the set of parents of a node x in a directed graph. 
A Bayesian etwork 2 [21] A/" is a triplet .IV" = (X, A, 5O), where 
1. X is a set of random nodes (variables); each xeX has a frame f2x--the set 
of possible of values of x, 
2. A is a set of arcs over X such that (X, A) is an acyclic directed graph, 
3. 79 is a set {e(xlrrx)lx ~ X} 3 of conditional probabilities of the variables 
given their respective parents. 4 
Figure 11 show a simple Bayesian etwork net l  with seven variables a, b, c, d, 
e, f ,  and g. The network contains the following prior and conditional probabilities: 
P(a), P( f la) ,  P(bla), P(clb), P(dlb), P(elc, d), and e(g l f  , e). 
The prior joint probability PH(X) of a Bayesian network A/" = (X, A, 5 o) is 
defined by 
P(X) = I-I P(xlzrx). (4) 
xEX 
In words, P(X) is the multiplication of all the conditional probabilities in A/'. For 
any subset B c X, the marginal probability P(B) is defined by 
P(B) = ~ P(X), (5) 
X-B 
2Bayesian etworks are also known as belief networks, Bayesian belief networks, and proba- 
bilistic influence diagrams. 
3A conditional probability P(xlrrx) is a mapping P(xlzrx) : f2lxlU~r x ~ [0, 1] such that 
~~o~x~f2x P( =o~x [rrx=fl) = 1 for each value fl of Zrx. 
4Note that when x is a root, 7r x is empty. When it is the case, P(xlrrx) stands for the prior 
probability of x. 
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netl ~ nt~3 
Figure 11. Bayesian etwork and irrelevant variables. 
where ~Y-~x- n means ummation over all the possible values of the variables in the 
set X-B. 
A note about notation usage: In equation (4), the range of the multiplication 
is specified by the sign "&'; xEX means that x ranges over X. In equation (5), 
there is no "6" sign. As a convention, we use Y~x-n P(X) as an abbreviation of 
~wx_B~2x_8 P(WB, COX-B), where COx-n stands for a general member of f ix -n ,  
COB stands for a general member of S2B, and (COB, cOx_n) is thus a general member 
of fix. We shall always follow this convention about notation usage throughout 
this paper. 
For any two subsets BI, B2 _ Y of variables, the conditional probability 
P(B11B2) is a function that satisfies 
P(B1 =/31, B2=f12) = P(B2=f2)P(BI=/31 IB2=]32) Vfll E~B~, Vfl2G~B2. (6) 
For technical convenience, we also introduce the auxiliary concept of semi- 
Bayesian networks. A semi-Bayesian network is a Bayesian etwork except hat 
the prior probabilities of some of the root random nodes are missing. More pre- 
cisely, a semi-Bayesian network is a quadruplet A/" = (X, A, 791S), where (X, A) 
is a acyclic directed graph, T' = {e(xl~rx)lx~X-S} is set of conditional proba- 
bilities, and S is a set of root random nodes whose prior probabilities are missing. 
It follows that Bayesian etworks are semi-Bayesian networks. 
As in Bayesian etworks, we can define P•(X) as follows, 
PN(X)= H P(xlrrx). (7) 
x~(X-S) 
Unlike in Bayesian networks, here Px(X) usually is not a probability; it might 
not sum to one. Thus, it is called the prior joint potential instead of the prior joint 
probability. Marginal and conditional potentials can be defined from the joint 
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potential in the same way as marginal and conditional probabilities are defined 
from joint probabilities. 
Note that because there are no arcs from X-S  to S, the prior joint potential 
Psi(X) is nothing but the conditional probability of the variables in X-S  given 
given variables in S. For example, net3  in Figure 11 is a not Bayesian etwork 
if we have only P(clb), P(dlb), and P(elc, d) but not P(b). In this case, net3  is 
a semi-Bayesian network. The multiplication of all the conditional probabilities 
yields the conditional probability P(c, d, elb). 
3.2. Variables Irrelevant to a Query 
Given a (semi-)Bayesian network A c, one can pose a query ?PAc(Bj IBJ .  It is 
often possible to graph-theoretically identify certain variables being irrelevant to 
the query ,9 Pet(B11BJ. This issue is addressed in [9, 13, 1]. The materials in the 
reminder of this section are extracted from those papers. 
To remove anode x from a semi-Bayesian network At = (X, A, 791S) is to: (1) 
remove x from X, (2) remove from A all the arcs that contain x, (3) remove from 
7 ~ all the items that involve x, and (4) add to S those nodes there were not roots 
before the removal of x and become roots because of the removal. 
We notice that removing anode from a Bayesian etwork may create root nodes 
that do not have prior probabilities. This is why we need the concept of a semi- 
Bayesian etwork. 
A leaf node is barren w.r.t a query .9 PAc (B11B2), if it is not in B1 tAB2. In net  1 
(Figure 11), g is barren w.r.t ? Pnetl(elb). The following proposition says that if a 
leaf node is barren w.r.t a query, then it is irrelevant to the query, and hence can be 
harmlessly removed. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose A/" is a semi-Bayesian network, and x is a leaf node. Let.M' 
be the semi-Bayesian network obtained from A/" by removing x. If x is barren 
w.r.t to the query ?PAt(B11B2), then 
Pjv'(BI IB2) = Pjv',(B1 IB2). (8) 
Consider computing enetl (elb). The node g is barren w.r.t the query and hence 
irrelevant. According to Proposition 1, g can be harmlessly removed. This creates 
a new barren node f .  After the removal of g and f ,  net l  becomes net2 .  Thus 
the query ?Pnetl(elb) is reduced to the query ?Pnet2(elb). 
Let An(BIUB2) be the ancestral set of BIUB2, i.e the set of nodes in BIUB2 
and the ancestors of those nodes. By repeatedly applying Lemma 1, we get 
PROPOSITION 1. All the nodes outside An(BltJB2) are irrelevant to the query 
? P(BIlB2). 
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Let G = (X, A) be a directed graph. An arc from x to y is written as an ordered 
pair (x, y). The moral graph m(G) of G is an undirected graph m(G) = (X, E) 
whose edge set E is given by 
E = {{x, y}l(x, y) or (y, x) e A, or 3z such that (x, z) and (y, z) e A}. 
In words, {x, y} is an edge in the moral graph either if there is an arc between the 
two vertices or if they share a common child. The term moral graph was chosen 
because two nodes with a common child are "married" into an edge (Lauritzen 
and Speigehalter [12]). 
In an undirected graph, two nodes x and y are separated by a set of nodes S if 
every path connecting them contains at least one node in S. In a directed graph G, 
x and y are m-separatedby S if they are separated by S in the moral graph m(G). 5 
Note that any node set separates itself from any other set. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose A: is a semi-Bayesian network. Let Af' be the semi- 
Bayesian etwork obtained from A[ by removing all the nodes that are not in 
B2 and are m-separated from B! by B2. Then 
PA/'(BI [B2) = Pjv,(BI In2). (9) 
In our example, because a is m-separated from e by b in net2, the query can 
be further reduced to Pnet3(elb). Note that a is not m-separated from e by b in 
netl. 
It can be proved [13, 9] that all the nodes irrelevant to a query ? PAf(BI [B2) can 
be detected and removed by applying Proposition 1 and Proposition 2. 
3.3. Formal Definitions of Decision Networks 
A decision network skeleton is an acyclic directed graph/C = (Y, A), which 
consists of three types of nodes: random nodes, decision nodes, and values nodes, 
and where the value nodes have no children. 
A decision network skeleton describes a decision problem at the level of relation. 
In other words, it contains the set of parents Zrd for each decision node d, the set of 
parents Zrc for each random nodes, and the set of parents zrv for each value nodes. 
See subsection 2.7. 
A decision network Af is a quadruplet Af=(Y, A, 7 v, )r) where 
1. (Y, A) is a decision network skeleton. Let us use C to denote the set of 
random nodes, D to denote the set of decision nodes, and V to denote the 
set of value nodes. 
5To relate m-separation to the more popular d-separation [21], Lauritzen et al. [13] have 
shown that S d-separates B1and B 2 if and only if S m-separates B 1and B2 in the ancestral set 
An(B1 t3SI3B2). 
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2. Each y6Y has a frame ~2y--the set of possible values of y. 
3. 79 is a set {P(clrCc)lc6C} of conditional probabilities of the random nodes 
given their respective parents. 
4. 5 r is a set {/zv : ~27r~-+Rllv~V} of value (utility)functions for the value 
nodes, where R 1 stands for the real line. 
A decision etwork is obtained from a decision etwork skeleton by providing 
numerical information, i.e by providing aconditional probability for each random 
node and a value function for each value node. We say that (Y, A, 7 9, 5 r)  is a deci- 
sion network over the skeleton (Y, A), and that (Y, A) is the skeleton underlying 
the decision network (Y, A, 79, Y). 
A decision function (table) for a decision ode di is a mapping 6i : f2~rd~ --+ ~di. 
The decision function space Ai for di is the set of all the decision functions for di. 
Let D ={dl  . . . . .  dk} be the set of all the decision odes. The Cartesian product 
A = [-I~=1 Ai is called thepolicy space for N', and a member 3=(~1 . . . . .  dk) E A 
is called a policy. 
The relationship between a decision ode di and its parents rrd~ as indicated by a 
decision function 3i : f2j% ~ f2d~ is equivalent to the relationship as represented 
by the conditional probability Pal (di [:rrdi) given by 
1 ifSi(/3)=t~ (10) 
Psi (di =etlrrdi =fl) = 0 otherwise, 
for all otef2dl and fl~f2rrdi. 
Because 8=(31 . . . . .  t~k) , we sometimes write P~(dilrrdi) for P~i (di 17rdi). Be- 
cause of Equation (10), we will abuse the symbol 8 by letting it also denote the set 
{Pa (di Irrdi)Idi ~D} of conditional probabilities of the decision odes. 
In a decision etwork N'=(Y, A, 79, .T'), let X=CUD. Let Ax be the set of all 
the arcs of A that lie completely inX. Then the triplet (X, Ax, 79U~) is a Bayesian 
network, where 8 is to be understood as a set of conditional probabilities of the 
decision nodes. We shall refer to this Bayesian etwork the Bayesian network 
induced from N" by the policy 3, and write it as N'~. The prior joint probability 
P~(X) of N'8 is given by 
Pa(X) = I-I e(xlrrx) I-I Ps(xlrrx). 
x~C x~D 
( l l )  
We shall refer to P~(X) as the joint probability over X induced by 3. 
Because the value nodes do not have children, for any value node v, fro contains 
no value nodes. Hence zrvc_X. The expectation E~[v] of the value function/zv (rc~) 
of v under P~ is given by 
x 
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= Z P~(yrvl#v(rcv). (12/ 
~V 
The expected value E~ [Af] of A/" under the policy ~ is defined by 
E~ [.IV] = Z Ea[v] (13) 
vcV 
= Z P,(X)Z"v(n'v)' (14) 
X v6V 
Let us point it out again that Y~rr~ and Y~'~x means ummation over all the possible 
values of variables in try and X respectively, while ~vcv means ummation over 
the set V of variables (see section 3.1). 
The optimal expected value E[A/'] of.N" is defined by 
E[.A/'] --- max~eA E6 [.Af]. (151 
The optimal value of a decision network that does not have any value nodes is 
zero. An optimalpolicy 3o=(3~,, . . . ,  6°~kJ is one that satisfies 
E~o [Af] = E [A/']. (16) 
We call 3~' an optimal decision function (table) of di. For a decision etwork that 
does not have value nodes, all policies are optimal. 
In this paper, we shall only consider variables with finite frames. Hence there 
are only finite possible policies. Consequently, there always exists at least one 
optimal policy. 
To evaluate a decision etwork is to 
1. find an optimal policy, and 
2. find the optimal expected value. 
3.4. A Naive Algorithm 
A straightforward approach to decision etwork evaluation is to simply follow 
the definitions of optimal policy and of optimal expected value and exhaustively 
search through the policy space A. This idea is made explicit by the following 
algorithm. 
Procedure NAIVE-EVALUATE(N'): 
• Input: .N'--a decision etwork. 
• Output: An optimal policy and the optimal expected value of 
.Af. 
Let A be the policy space of.N'. 
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1. Pick one policy from A and denote it by 8 °. Set A = A--{8°}. 
2. Compute E,o[.Af]. 
3. While A :# 0, do 
• Pick one policy from A and denote itby 8. Set A = A-- {8 }. 
• Compute E,[./V']. 
• If E,[A/] > E,o[Af], set8 ° = 8. 
end-while 
4. Output 8 ° and Eso [.A/]. 
Though simple, this naive algorithm is very inefficient. The main reason is that 
it simultaneously considers all the decision nodes. This results in an exhaustive 
search through the policy space A, which can be computationally prohibitive. 
Suppose there are k decision odes, each has I parents, and suppose all the variables 
are binary. Then for each decision ode d, the cardinality of ~rrd is 21 ; hence there 
/ . . . 
are 2 (2) possible decision functions for d. Consequently there are (2(2t))/c policies 
in A. The procedure NAIVE-EVALUATE computes the expected value of iV" for 
each of the (2(2t)) k policies! 
There are decision etworks whose evaluation ecessitates simultaneously con- 
sideration of all the decision odes. As an example, consider the decision etwork 
(skeleton) in Figure 12. Enemy movements may be observed by both agentl and 
agent2. An agent decides whether or not to report enemy movements according 
to the instructions established beforehand by the intelligence office. If an agent 
decides to report, there is an chance that s/he may be exposed. 
Possible instructions for one agent are as follows: do not report no matter 
what; report only when observing enemy movements; report only when observing 
no enemy movements; report no matter what. Consequently, instructions for 
both agents are as follows: neither agent report no matter what; agentl report 
only when observing enemy movements and agent2 do not report no matter what; 
agentl do not report no matter what and agent2 report only when observing enemy 
movements; and so on and so forth .. .  ; there are a total number of 4 x 4 = 16 
possible instructions. 
To calculate the optimal instructions, the intelligence office needs to keep both 
agents in mind. For example, it may be the case that information about a partic- 
ular enemy movement is important enough to risk one agent but not both. The 
instructions for this case should allow one and only one agent o report. The in- 
struction could require, for instance, that agentl reports when the information is
deemed important enough to risk one agent, and that agent2 reports only when the 
information is deemed important enough to risk both agents. Such an instruction 
can only be arrived at by simultaneously considering both agents. In Zhang [41] 
(chapter 8), we have formally proved that with appropriate probabilities and value 
functions, optimal policies for the decision etwork in Figure 12 can be found only 
by considering the two decisions at the same time. 
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Figure 12. A decision etwork whose valuation may require simultaneous consideration 
of all the decision odes. 
On the other hand, however, there are decision etworks that allow more efficient 
algorithms than NAIVE-EVALUATE. The best case is when a decision network 
can be evaluated by considering one decision node at a time. This leads to the 
concept of stepwise-solvability. 
3.5. Stepwise-solvability 
Let Af be a decision network. Let dl, d2 . . . . .  d~ be all the decision nodes .Af, 
and let 8=(81,82 . . . . .  8k) be a policy, where 8j is a decision function for dj. The 
expected value E~[Af] = E(~l,~2,...,~k)[Af] can be viewed as a function of 81, 82 
. . . .  and 8k. 
For any i 6 { 1, 2 . . . . .  k }, if we fix the value of 8j for all j E { 1, 2 . . . . .  k } - {i ), 
then E(~ ..... ~i-~,~i,si+~ .....~k)[Af] becomes a function of 8i. Rank all the possible 
values of 8i, i.e all the possible decision functions ibr di, according to the value 
E(~I ..... ~-t,~i,~g+~ ..... 8k)[JV']. In general, this ranking depends on the 8j's ( j~i). If 
the decision function (for di) that is ranked the highest remains the same regardless 
the values of the 8j's ( j~i),  then we say that di is a stepwise-solvability candidate 
node, or simply a SS candidate node of Af. 
A deterministic node is a random node whose conditional probability takes 
the value either 0 or 1. To replace a decision node dj by a deterministic node 
characterized by a function gj : g2nu~ --~ f~d (Shachter [27]) is to replace dj by a 
deterministic node with the same frame, and to set P (dj Indj) to be the conditional 
probability that represents 8j in the sense of equation (10). 
Ifdi is an SS candidate node, then an optimal decision function 8 ° can be found 
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as follows. For all jE{ 1, 2 . . . . .  k} such that j ¢ i ,  replace the decision node dj by 
a deterministic random node characterized by an arbitrary decision function 8j, 
resulting in a decision network with only one decision node di. Then find a policy 
80 of di that satisfies 
E@ ..... ,~i_l,~o,~i+l ..... 8k)[ N'] = max,sieAiE(,h ..... ai-l,,~/,i+l ..... 8k)[N'] • (17) 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  d i is an SS candidate node of a decision network N', then an 
decision function 8 ° that satisfies equation (17) is an optimal decision function 
of di. 
Proof: Let (8~ . . . . .  8i_ 1, 8 i , 8 i+  1 . . . . .  8k)  be an optimal policy of N'. Since di 
is an SS candidate node and 8 ° satisfies (17), we have 
E<,~* x* xo ~* ,...,8~)[N'] > ~, s, ~,~ N']. "Vl . . . . . .  i-I'll 'Vi+l - -  E(~ ..... ~*-1'=i '=i+l ...... k,[ 
Therefore, (8~ .. 8* o • • , -, i - l ,  8i, 8i+l . . . . .  8 k) must also be an optimal policy of N'. 
Consequently, 8 ° must be an optimal decision function of di. The proposition is 
proved. • 
A decision network is stepwise-solvable if it contains no decision nodes, or if 
1. There exists an SS candidate node di, such that 
2. Ifdi is replaced by a deterministic node characterized by an optimal decision 
function of di, the resulting decision network (with one less decision node) 
is stepwise-solvable. 
A decision network skeleton is stepwise-solvable if very the decision network 
over the skeleton is stepwise-solvable. 
If a decision network Af is stepwise-solvable, then it can be evaluated as follows. 
Find an SS candidate node di and find an optimal decision function 8° ofdi the way 
as specified in the next paragraph. Replace di by a deterministic node characterized 
by 6 °, resulting in another stepwise-solvable d cision network A/t with one less 
decision node. Then recursively apply the procedure to N "p, and so on and so forth. 
When computing an optimal policy for an SS candidate node di, all the other 
decision nodes are replaced by deterministic nodes. So the decision network 
contains only one decision node. Consequently, an optimal decision function can 
be found pointwise as follows: instantiate the parents of di to one array of values, 
find a value ofdi that maximizes the expected value of the network; then instantiate 
the parents of di to another array to values, find a value of di that maximizes the 
expected value of the network; and so on and so forth. 
Suppose .A/" is a stepwise-solvable d cision network with k decision nodes. 
Suppose ach decision node has I parents, and suppose all the variables are binary. 
We need to enumerate 2 t parents values to find an optimal decision function for 
each SS candidate node. Therefore, to evaluate N" we need to enumerate k2 t values 
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of the parents of decision nodes. This is much better than enumerating (2(2t)) k
policies, which is required by NAIVE-EVALUATE. 
So, stepwise-solvability is a very desirable property for a decision network to 
possess. In the next hree sections, we shall investigate when a decision etwork is 
stepwise-solvable and what is the best way to evaluate a stepwise-solvable decision 
network. For this purpose, we need the technical concept semi-decision networks. 
3.6. Semi-decision Networks 
Removing nodes from a Bayesian etwork may create root nodes that do not 
have prior probabilities. This is why we needed the concept of a semi-Bayesian 
network. We shall also be discussing removing nodes from decision networks, 
which necessitates the concept of semi-decision networks. 
A semi-decision network isa decision etwork except that he prior probabilities 
of some of the root random nodes are missing. We use A/" = (Y, A, 7 9, brlS) to 
denotes a semi-decision network, where S is the set of root random nodes whose 
prior probabilities are missing. 
As before, let X = C U D be the set of random and decision nodes. Similar 
to the case of decision networks, a policy 8 induces a semi-Bayesian network 
(X, A x, 79t38[S), which will be referred to as the semi-Bayesian network induced 
from Af by the policy 8, and which will be written as A/',~. Let P6(X) be the prior 
joint potential of A/'6. 
For any value node vEV, rrvc_X. The expected value E,~[.A/'] of.N" under the 
joint potential P~(X) is defined by 
Es[A/'] = Z Pa(X) E #v(yrv). (18) 
X vEV 
The optimal expected value E[.A/'] of.A/" is defined by 
E[.A/'] = maxima E6 [.A/']. 
An optimal policy 6 ° is one that satisfies 
E~,,[A/']= E[Af]. 
Unlike in the case of decision networks, we also define the concept of condi- 
tional expected value for semi-decision networks. The conditional expected value 
E6[AflS] of.Af given S is defined by 
X-S  v~V 
(19) 
Obviously E6[.MIS] is a function of S. 
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We chose the term "conditional expected value" because that the prior joint 
potential PA;(X) is nothing but the conditional probability of the variables in 
X -S  given S (see the note at the end of subsection 3.1). 
The optimal conditional expected value E[HIS] of./V" given S is defined by 
E[A/'IS] = max~eA Ea[.A/'IS]. 
A policy 8 ° is conditionally optimal if 
Ev,[AfIS] = E[.A/'IS], 
for all possible values of S. 
PROPOSITION 4. A conditionally optimal policy of a semi-decision network, if it 
exists, is always an optimal policy. 
Proof: From equations (18) and (19), we have 
E,~[A/'] = E E~[.MIS]. 
s 
Let 8 ° be a conditionally optimal policy and let 8 be an arbitrary policy of A/'. Then 
E~o[Af] = E E~"[ArlS1 >- Y~ E~IA/'ISI = E~[N']. 
s s 
Therefore 
Ea,,[.A/'] > max~AE~[Af]. 
In words, that is 8 ° is an optimal policy of.N'. • 
For a semi-decision etwork, there always exists at least one optimal policy. 
But they may not necessarily exist any conditional optimal policies. 
Given a semi-decision etwork .N', if every optimal policy of A/" is also an 
conditionally optimal policy, then we say that A c is uniform. We shall investigate 
when a semi-decision etwork is uniform later. 
4. DECOMPOSABILITY AND DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER 
IN DECISION NETWORKS 
As the first step toward stepwise-solvability, his section investigates when and 
how a decision network can be decomposed into two subnetworks such that the 
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Figure 13. The relationships among the sets Y, Yt, YII, Xt, XII, and 7rd. The three sets 
Y/, Yt/ and red constitute a partition of Y--the set of all the nodes; while Xt, Xtt and 
red constitute a partion of CUD--the set of all the random and decision odes. When the 
network is smooth at d, there are no arcs going from Y/1 to 7rd. 
optimal policy of the decision network can be computed by evaluating the two 
subnetworks. The next two sections are concerned with decision networks that 
can be decomposed into n--the number of decision odes--subnetworks such that 
the optimal policies of the decision networks can be computed by evaluating the 
n subnetworks. 
The organization of this section is as follows. Subsection 4.1 discusses the 
relationship between independence in a decision network and separation i  the 
underlying decision network skeleton. Subsection 4.2 defines a concept of de- 
composability for decision networks, and subsection 4.3 shows that this concept 
of decomposability mplies a divide-and-conquer evaluation strategy. 
Because manipulation of decision networks gives rise to semi-decision et- 
works and decision networks are special semi-decision networks, exposition in 
this section will be carried out in terms of semi-decision networks. 
4.1. Separation and Independence 
The main goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1, one of the most important 
theorems in this paper. In preparation, this subsection exposes the relationship 
between graph-theoretical separation and probabilistic ndependence in the context 
of decision networks. 
Suppose/C -- (Y, A) is decision network skeleton and d is a decision node in 
)C. Let Yt(d,/C), or simply YI be the set of all the nodes that are m-separated 
from d by re,/, with the nodes in 7rd excluded. Let Y1t(d, IC), or simply Ylt be 
the set of all the nodes that are not m-separated from d by red. We observe that 
Y/, rea, and YII form a partition of Y. Let Xl(d, IC) = Yt(d, IC)N(CUD) and 
Xi1(d, IC) = Ytl(d, IC)A(CUD). 
The relationships among the sets are illustrated in Figure 13. In the following, 
we shall refer to Yt as the upstream set of red, Ytl as the downstream set of red. 
We shall also refer to XI as the set of random and decision nodes in the upstream 
of red, and XII as the set of random and decision nodes in the downstream of red. 
Consider a semi-decision network A/" = (Y, A, T', 9rlS). Let 8 be a policy of 
iV'. As pointed out by Lauritzen et al. [13], m-separation i  the skeleton (Y, A) 
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implies conditional independence for P~ (X)--thejoint potential over X induced by 
8. As/[d m-separates XI and Xn,  we have that P, (XnlX I ,  red) = P~(XIII/[d). 
Therefore 
e3(Xl, ~d, Xl l )  = e3(Xl , / [d)P3(Xtl]Xl , / [d) 
= Pa(XI, 7rd)P$(Xlllrrd). (20) 
The rest of this subsection seeks an explicit representation f Ps(XI,/[d) and 
P8 (Xtt I/[a) in terms of conditional probabilities originally in the network. 
A decision network is smooth at the decision node d if there are no arcs going 
from the downstream set YII of/[d to nodes in/[d. In other words, arcs between 
rrd and YII only go from Zrd to YII. 
As an example, consider the decision network skeleton for the further ex- 
tended oil wildcatter problem (Figure 6). The downstream set of/[oi l -salo-pol lcy 
consists of o i l - sa le -po l i cy  and oi l -sales.  There are no arcs from 
o i l - sa les  to nodes in/[oi l -sale-pol icy. So, the skeleton is smooth at oi l -  
sa le-po l icy .  One the other hand, the downstream set of/[drill contains all 
the nodes except tes t -cos t  and the nodes in ~dri11. In particular, the down- 
stream set contains the node se ismic -s t ruc ture .  Because of the arc from 
se ismic -s t ruc ture  to tes t - resu l t  (e /[drill), the decision network 
skeleton is not smooth at drill. 
Let dl . . . . .  dj be all the decision nodes in XIU~ d and dj+l . . . . .  dk be all the 
decision nodes in X; t. Note that d • {dj+ 1 . . . . .  dk }. For a policy 8 = (81 . . . . .  8k), 
let 3t = (31 . . . . .  8j) and 8tt = (3j+l . . . . .  3k). 
Suppose the semi-decision etwork A/" is smooth at d. It follows from Proposi- 
tion 1 that 
J 
P~(Xz,/[d) : I'-I P(xl/[x) 1--I Pai (dilzrdi). (21) 
x6ffq(XIt.Jltd) i=1 
And it follows from Proposition 2 that 
k 
Pa(Xnlrrd)= I-I P(xlTrx) I-I P,%(dil/[di). (22) 
x6Cf')XII i=j+l  
Those two equations give us the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. If Af is smooth at d, then P3(XI,/[d) only depends on 81, and 
P~(XHI/[d) only depends on 8;I. From now on, we shall write P~(XI,/[d) 
as PaI(XI,/[d), and Ps(XIII/[d) as P~H(XtlI/[d). 
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4.2. Decomposability of Decision Networks 
Also in preparation for Theorem 1, this subsection introduces a concept of 
decomposability for decision networks and shows how to divide a decomposable 
decision network into two subnetworks. 
A decision network skeleton IC=(Y, A) is decomposable ata decision node d 
if the number of decision nodes in Ytt (d,/C) is less than the number of decision 
nodes in/C. A semi-decision network is decomposable ata decision node d if the 
underlying skeleton is. 
When a decision network skeleton /C is decomposable and smooth at d, we 
define the downstream component of/C w.r.t d to be the decision network skeleton 
obtained by restricting/C to :raUYtt and then removing those arcs that connect 
two nodes in ~a. The downstream component of/C w.r.t d will be denoted by 
1Cll(d, K) or simply KII, 
Also, we define the upstream component of/C w.r.t d to be the decision network 
skeleton obtained by restricting K to YlU~ra nd then adding a node u and drawing 
an arc from each node in :ra to u. The node u is to be used to store the value of 
the downstream component, and is thus called the downstream-value node. The 
upstream component of/C w.r.t d will be denoted by ICI (d, 1C) or simply Kt. 
Figure 14 shows the downstream and upstream components, w.r.t o i  l - sa le -  
p o 1 :i.cy, of the decision network skeleton in Figure 6. 
Note that whereas YI and I111 are sets of nodes,/Ct and/Ctt are decision etwork 
skeletons. Kt and ICtt contain the nodes in yrc/, whereas Yt and II11 do not. 
Let N" be a decision network over/C, and suppose N" (or K) is decomposable 
and smooth at d. The downstream component ofN" w.r.t d, denoted by .Aft / (d, N') 
or simply by .A/'tt, is a semi-decision network over/Ctt. The value functions for 
all the value nodes of.A/'t remain the same at in .A/'. The conditional probabilities 
of the random nodes of Aft t that lie outside 7r,t also remain the same as in N'. The 
nodes in rca, random or decision, are viewed in Afti as random nodes whose prior 
probabilities are missing. 
The upstream component ofN" w.r.t d, denoted by Aft (d, Af) or simply by Aft, is 
a semi-decision network over/Ct. The conditional probabilities of all the random 
nodes remain the same as in Af. The values functions of the value nodes other than 
u also remain the same as in Af. The value function/z (rra) of the downstream-value 
node u is the optimal conditional expected value E[Aftt Irra] of the downstream 
component Aft 1. 
Because the decision node d is not in the upstream component Aft, the number 
of decision nodes in Aft is less than the number of decision nodes in Af. Because 
the decision nodes in rra, if any, are treated as random nodes in .Aft1 and since the 
Af decomposes atd, the number of decision nodes in Aftt is less than the number 
of decision nodes in Af. Furthermore the number of decision nodes in Aft plus the 
number of decision nodes in Af/I equals the number of decision nodes in Af. 
In section 6, we will define the concepts of downstream and upstream compo- 
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4.2.1. PROPERTIES OF UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM COMPO- 
NENTS. This subsubsection gives several properties of upstream and down- 
stream components ofdecomposable d cision etworks. Those properties will be 
useful in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Given a policy 311 = (~j+l  . . . . .  3k), the downstream component AfH is a semi- 
Bayesian etwork. Let P~Cn.*H (rr,t, XII) denote the prior joint potential of this 
semi-Bayesian network. From the definition of the downstream component, one 
can see that 
k 
eJk/'ll'~ll(7~d'XlI) = H P(XI~x) I--I P~i(dilYFd,)' 
x~CAXtt i=j+l 
which is the same as the right hand side of equation (22). Therefore we have 
LEMMA 3. Suppose a semi-decision network A/" is decomposable and 
smooth at decision node d. Let P~lt (XII IJra) be as in Lemma 2. Then 
Pxtl,*li(Zrd, Xl l )  ~- Pstl(XlllYgd). (23) 
Similarly, given a policy 3/ = (31 . . . . .  3j), the upstream A/'/ is a Bayesian 
network. Let P.ff~.~i (X/, S) denote the joint probability of this Bayesian etwork. 
From the definition of the upstream component, one can see that 
J 
PAc,.~,(XI, S) = 1-I e(xlJrx) I-I eai(dilZrdi)' 
x~Cf3(XlU~rd) i= 1 
which is equal to the right hand side of equation (21). Therefore we have 
LEMMA 4. Suppose a semi-decision network A/" is decomposable and smooth at 
decision ode d. Let Psi ( X I , Zrd) be as in Lemma 2. Then 
P/I.~I(XI, rrd) = P~I(XI, 7rd). (24) 
The following proposition is especially important to the proof of Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 5. Supposeasemi-decisionnetworkA/isdecomposableandsmooth 
at decision node d. Let Psn ( X l t lZr d ) and P,I ( X I , Zr d ) be as in Lemma 2. Let 
VI and VII be the set of value nodes in Aft an Afii respectively. Then the con- 
ditional expected value E,tt [.A/'I IZrd] of .AfIi given rrd under policy 81! is given 
by 
EsH[d~lli~d] = y~ PsH(XIII~d) Y~ Izo(~v), 
XII uEVll 
(25) 
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and the expected value of Xt  under policy ~1 is given by 
E~l [d~ci ] = E P*1(Xl'Trd){E /zv(x'v) + E[Afltl~rd]}. (26) 
Xi,Tf d pEV I
Proof: By definition (subsection 3.6), we have 
E'lI[']V'lll~d] = E ex l l " l l (~d '  X l l )  E IZv(Trv)" 
XI! v~VI! 
Thus equation (25) follows from equation (23). 
Again by definition (subsection 3.3), we have 
E3I[Jq'I] = E PAr[,8/(XI, :rrd){ E lzv(Trv) + E[Artzlna]). 
X t ,rr a vE V! 
Thus equation (26) follows from equation (24). 
4.3. Decomposability and Divide-and-Conquer in Decision Networks 
This subsection shows how decomposability of (semi-)decision networks leads 
to a divide-and-conquer evaluation strategy. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose a ( semi-)decision network.A~" is decomposable and smooth 
at decision node d. Let.A/'ll be the downstream component of.N" w.r.t d, and 
HI be the upstream component, lf A/) l is uniform, then 
1. lf 3~'/ is an optimal policy for J~tt and ~ is an optimal policy for A/I, 
then 3 ° =def (37, 3~1) is an optimal policy for.N'. 
2. The optimal expected value E[A/t] of the body A/'l is the same as the 
optimal expected value E[.A/'] of N. 
The theorem divides the task of evaluating a (semi-)decision network .IV" into 
two subtasks: the task of evaluating the downstream component .N'It and the task 
of evaluating the upstream component A/'l. 
Applying the theorem to the decision etwork in Figure 14, we get that optimal 
decision functions for o±l -sa le -po lS_cy  can be found in the downstream 
component, which is much smaller than the original network. The optimal decision 
functions for all the other decision odes can be found in the upstream component, 
which is also smaller than the original network. Furthermore, we can repeatedly 
apply the theorem to the upstream component. 
The following mathematical proof may test the reader's patience, but it is the 
key to understanding the correctness ofour algorithms in the next two sections. 
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Z Ps(XI, 7"fd, Xll) Z #v(TTv) 
vEV 
(By definition) 
E Ps,(Xl'Zrd)Psiz(Xlll:rrd)Z #v(zrv) 
vEV 
(By equations 20 and Lemma 2) 
= Z P6l(Xl '~d) { E [£v(Trv)Z eg'l(glllYTd) 
XI,7"f d uEV 1 XI1 
+ Z P~I'(xlll:rrd) Z lZv(Trv)} 
X11 veVll 
Xl,~d vEVI 
(By equation 25). 
(27) 
Because 37I is an optimal policy for d~/'ll and Nit is uniform, 
E~,t [./k/'ll Ind] < E67I [J~ll IZ~d] = E[J~II I~d]. (28) 
Noticing that P*I ( XI, Ygd) is non-negative, we have 
Ef[J~] -D- E e31(Xl' Ygd){ E #v(~v) -~- E*zt[A/)llrrd]} 
X1 ,rtd vEVI 
(By equation 27) 
< Z P~' (X1, zrd){ E Izv(zrv) + E~TI [./~II Ind]} 
Xl,Tr d veVl 
(By equation 28) 
= Z P,,(XI, rrd){ E p.o(rrv) -t- E[A/'IIIZrd]} 
Xl,nd veVt 
(By equation 28) 
E~, [HI ] 
< E~7 [A/'I ] 
(By equation 26) 
(Optimality of 3~') 
P~7(Xz, rid){ ~ #,Or~,) +E[A/'zz Ind]} 
X I ,TT d o~ VI 
(By equation 26) 
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xt  ,Jrd o~Vt 
(Optimality of 8~t) 
eso[Af]. 
(By equation 28) 
Therefore, 8 ° is indeed an optimal policy for Af. The first statement ofthe theorem 
is proved. 
The foregoing derivation has also shown that 
E~ [Af] < Es~ [Afl ] < E8 o [Af]. 
Letting 8 be 8 °, we get 
E,so [Af] = Es~ [Aft 1. 
Therefore E[Af] = E[Afl]. The proof is completed. 
5. STEPWISE-DECOMPOSABLE DECISION NETWORKS 
This section introduces and studies the most important concept of this paper, 
namely stepwise-decomposable decision networks (SDDN). Roughly speaking, 
an SDDN is a decision network that can be decomposed into n--the number 
of decision nodes--subnetworks such that each subnetwork contains only one 
decision node and the original network can be evaluated through the evaluation 
of those subnetworks ( ubsection 5.4). SDDNs are computationally desirable 
because they are stepwise-solvable, and the subnetworks may be substantially 
smaller than the original network. 
The organization of this section is as follows. The definition is given in sub- 
section 5.1, and subsection 5.2 shows that smooth SDDNs are stepwise-solvable. 
The issue of testing stepwise-decomposability is addressed in subsection 5.3. In 
subsection 5.4, we discuss how to evaluate a smooth SDDN by using the divide- 
and-conquer strategy outlined in the previous chapter. An algorithm is presented 
in subsection 5.6, which makes use of the subroutine given in Subection 5.5 for 
evaluating simple semi-decision networks. 
Non-smooth SDDNs are treated in the next section. 
5.1. Definition 
This subsection defines tepwise-decomposable decision etworks. 
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In a decision etwork skeleton/C, a decision ode d is a stepwise-decomposability 
candidate node or simply an SD candidate node if zrd m-separates d from all other 
decision nodes and their parents. A decision node is an SD candidate node in a 
decision network Af if it is an SD candidate node in the skeleton underlying .IV'. 
As an example, consider the decision network skeleton in Figure 6. Both 
o i  1-  sa le -po l i cy  and gas -  sa le -po l  i cy  are SD candidate nodes, whereas 
dr i l l  and tes t  are not. The decision nodes o i l - sa le -po l i cy  and 
gas -sa le -po l i cy  are not m-separated from dr i l l  (or tes t )  by Zrdrill 
(or ~test)- 
LEMMA 5. Suppose d is an SD candidate in a decision etwork skeleton 1C. Then 
the downstream set Y I t ( d, 1C) contains only one decision ode, which is d itself 
So, if lC contains more than one decision node, then it is decomposable atd. • 
When d is an SD candidate node in decision network Af and Af is smooth at d, 
the upstream component Afl ofAf w.r.t d will be referred to as the body ofAf w.r.t 
d, and the downstream component Aftl ofAf w.r.t d will be referred to as the tail 
of Af w.r.t d. Moreover, the downstream-value node in Aft will be referred to as 
the tail-value node. 
A decision network skeleton/C is stepwise-decomposable if it contains either 
zero or one decision node, or 
1. There exists an SD candidate decision node d, such that 
2. The body/Ct of/C w.r.t d is stepwise-decomposable. 
A (semi-)decision network is stepwise-decomposable if its underlying skeleton 
is. The term "stepwise-decomposable decision network" will be abbreviated to
SDDN. 
Suppose adecision network Af is stepwise-decomposable. IfAf contains more 
than one decision node, then it has at least one candidate node d. According to 
Lemma 5, Af is decomposable at d and it decomposes into a body Aft and a tail. 
Aft is again stepwise-decomposable. If Aft contains more than one decision node, 
we can again decompose Aft into a body and a tail, and so on so forth, till there 
is only one decision node left in the body. In other words, step-by-step we can 
decompose an SDDN into a series of subnetworks (tails) with one single decision 
node. This is why the term "stepwise-decomposable" was chosen. 
For example, let Af be the decision network in Figure 6. Af is stepwise- 
decomposable. The node oil-sale-policy is an SD candidate node in Af, 
and Af decomposes ato i  1- sa l  e -po  1 i cy  into a body Aft and at tail, as shown 
in Figure 14. The node gas -sa le -po l i cy  is an SD candidate node in iV'I, 
and Aft decomposes atgas -sa le -po l i cy  into a tail and a body. The body is 
shown in Figure 15 (1), and the tail Figure 15(2). In Figure 15 (1), d r i l l  is an 
SD candidate node, and the network decomposes atdr  i 11 into a body as shown 
in Figure 15 (3) and a tail as shown in Figure 15 (4). 6 
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The decision network skeleton in Figure 12 contains two decision nodes, but no 
SD candidate nodes. So, it is not stepwise-decomposable. 
5.1.1. ANOTHER WAY OF RECURSION. In the definition of decompos- 
ability, the number of decision nodes is recursively reduced by cutting tails that 
contain a single decision node. Another way to recursively reduce the number of 
decision nodes is to replace them one by one with deterministic random nodes. 
Let us first prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let d be an SD candidate node in a decision network skeleton 1C. 
Let ICI be the body of lC w.r.t d, and let 1C' be the decision network skeleton 
obtained from 1C by replacing d by a deterministic node. Then ICI is stepwise- 
decomposable if and only if lC' is. 
This lemma leads directly to the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6. A decision network skeleton is stepwise-decomposable if and 
only if either it contains no decision nodes or 
1. There exists an SD candidate decision ode d, such that 
2. If d is replaced by a deterministic node, the resulting decision network 
skeleton (with one less decision node) is stepwise-decomposable. • 
One can view Proposition 6 as an alternative definition of stepwise-decompos- 
ability. The original definition is based on a recursive construct hat will be 
used directly in the algorithms, whereas the recursive construct of this alterna- 
tive definition is the same as that of the definition of stepwise-solvability, which 
makes it convenient to study the relationship between stepwise-decomposability 
and stepwise-solvability. 
Proof of Lemma 6: We prove this lemma by induction on the number of decision 
nodes in/C. When d is the only decision node in/C, both JCI and/C ~ contain zero 
decision nodes, and hence both are stepwise-decomposable. 
Suppose the lemma is true for the case of k - 1 decision nodes. Consider the 
case of k decision nodes. One can easily verify that a decision node is an SD 
candidate node in/C1 if and only if it is an SD candidate node in/C ~. 
Suppose a decision node d' (# d) is a SD candidate node in/Ct (hence in/C'). 
There are two cases depending on whether or not d is in the downstream set of 
7rd, in /C. When d is in the downstream set of rrd,, the body of/CI  w.r.t d ~ is 
the same as that of/C'; hence/CI is stepwise-decomposable if and only if/C' is. 
When d is not in the downstream set of 7rd,, let /C~ be the body of/C1 w.r.t d', 
and/C I* be that of JC ~. Then/C r* is the body of/C7 w.r.t d. By the induction 
hypothesis,/C ~*is stepwise-decomposable if and only if KS7 is. Therefore,/C 1 is 
stepwise-decomposable if and only if/Ct is. The lemma is proved. • 
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5.2. Stepwise-Decomposability and Stepwise-Solvability 
A decision network is smooth if it is smooth at every decision node. 
This subsection shows that smooth stepwise-decomposable decision networks 
are stepwise-solvable. In [41], we have shown that the same is also true for 
non-smooth decision networks, and that under "normal" conditions tepwise- 
solvability implies stepwise-decomposability as well. 
THEOREM 2. A smooth decision network is stepwise-solvable if it is stepwise- 
decomposable. 
Proof: Let Af be a smooth decision network and d be a decision node. Because 
of Proposition 6, it suffices to show that if d is an SD candidate node then it is also 
an SS candidate node. 
Suppose d is an SD candidate node. Let X1 be the set of random and decision 
nodes in the upstream of Zrd; let Afl and Afu be respectively the body and tail of 
Af w.r.t d; let Vt be the set of value nodes Aft; let ~t be a policy of Aft; and and let 
~tt be a policy of Aftt, i.e a decision function ofd. By equation (28) we have that 
j 
X1,7rd 
Fixing ~t, we can rank all the possible policies 8it of Aflt according to the value 
E(~l,hl)[Af]. As P81 (X1, Yt'd) is non-negative, this ranking does not depend on the 
value of ~l. Therefore d is an SS candidate node. The theorem is proved. • 
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the following two questions: how 
can one test stepwise-decomposability and how can one evaluate a smooth SDDN? 
5.3. Testing Stepwise-Decomposability 
This subsection gives an algorithm for testing whether adecision etwork skele- 
ton is stepwise-decomposable. 
In a decision network, we say that a decision node d precedes another decision 
node d' if there is a directed path from d to d'. Decision nodes that precede no 
other decision nodes are called leaf decision odes. 
We say d weakly precedes another d ~ if d ~ is in the downstream set of rrd. 
Decision nodes that weakly precede no other decision nodes are called weak leaf 
decision odes. Lemma 7 follows from the definition of SD candidate nodes and 
the definition of downstream sets. 
LEMMA 7. In a decision network, if a node is an SD candidate decision node, 
then it is a weak leaf decision ode. 
Proof: Straightforward. • 
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LEMMA 8. Let d and d ~ be two decision odes in a decision etwork. Ifd precedes 
d', then d weakly precedes d'. 
Proof: As d precedes d ~, there is a directed path from d to d ~. No nodes in this path 
can be in ha, because otherwise there would be a cycle in the network. Hence, d I 
is not m-separated from d by rid. Consequently, d' is in the downstream set of d. 
The lemma is therefore proved. • 
Combining the forgoing two lemmas, we get 
PROPOSITION 7. In a decision network, an SD candidate decision node must be 
a leaf decision node. In other words, ifa node is not a leaf decision node, then 
it cannot be a candidate node. 
Proof: Suppose d is a decision node but not a leaf decision node. Then there 
exists another decision node d t such that d precedes d I. By Lemma 8, d weakly 
precedes d', hence d is not a weak leaf decision ode. By Lemma 7, d cannot be 
a candidate node. • 
This proposition leads to the following algorithm for testing if a decision etwork 
skeleton is stepwise-decomposable. 
Procedure TEST-STEPWISE-DECOMPOSABILITY(/C): 
• Input: /C--a decision etwork skeleton. 
• Output: "YES" or "NO" depending on whether/C is stepwise- 
decomposable. 
If there is no decision odes in/C, return "YES". 
Else 
1. Find a leaf decision ode d of/C. 
2. Check if d is an SD candidate decision ode. 
• If d is not, find another leaf decision node d ' and go to 2 
with d ~. If there are no more leaf decision nodes, return 
"NO". 
• If d is an SD candidate decision node, compute the body 
/C1 of/C w.r.t d, and recursively call TEST-STEPWlSE- 
DECOMPOSABILITY(/Ct ). 
What is the running time of TEST-STEPWISE-DECOMPOSABILITY? Let n 
be the total number of nodes in/C, k be the number of decision nodes, a be the 
number of arcs, e be the number of edges in the moral graph of/C. Finding a 
leaf decision node takes at most O (a + n) time. Testing if a decision node is an 
SD candidate node and the computation of a body are of the same order com- 
plexity as testing the connectivity of the moral graph of/C, which is O (n + e) 
by either breadth-first earch or depth-first search. In worst case, all the deci- 
sion nodes are leaf nodes and there is only one SD candidate node. If the only 
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candidate node is always tested the last, then the complexity of TEST-STEPWlSE- 
DECOMPOSABILITY is O(k2(n + e + a + n)) = O(k2(n + e)). On the other 
hand, if every leaf decision node tested is an SD candidate node, the complexity 
is O(k(n + e)). 
5.4. Recursive Tail Cutting 
In subsection 5.6, we shall give an algorithm for evaluating smooth SDDNs. In 
preparation, this subsection shows that an optimal policy for a smooth SDDN can 
be computed by recursively evaluating tail semi-decision networks, and the next 
section studies how to evaluate a tail semi-decision network. 
THEOREM 3. Let Af be a SDDN and d be an SD candidate node. Let Af l i be the 
tail of Af w.r.t d, and.All be the body. Let 8~i be an optimal policy for JV'ii, i.e 
an optimal decision function of d, and let ~' be an optimal policy for.All. If A~" 
is smooth at d, then 
1. 8 ° =def (~i ~, t~l~l ) is an optimal policy for Af . 
2. The optimal expected value E[Aft] of the body Aft is the same as the 
optimal expected value E[Af] of Af . 
The proof is postponed to the end of this subsection. The theorem implies the 
following strategy of evaluating a smooth SDDN Af: first compute and evaluate a 
tail Afll of Af, then compute and evaluate a tail of.N/, and so on and so forth. We 
shall refer to this strategy as recursive tail cutting. 
5.4.1. SIMPLE SEMI-DECISION NETWORKS. This subsubsection in- 
troduces the concept of simple semi-decision networks. The concept is important 
to the proof of Theorem 3, as well as to our later algorithms. 
A semi-decision network Af = (Y, A, 79, 5t-I S) is simple if it contains only one 
decision ode d and 7rd=S. 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose Af is a smooth SDDN and d is an SD candidate. Then 
1. The tail All I of A~" w.r. td is a simple semi-decision network, and 
2. The body .N'1 of.A~" w. r. t d is again a smooth SDDN. 
Proof: The proof is straightforward. • 
Suppose Af = (Y, A, T', .TIS) is a simple semi-decision network. Let t~ d be 
a decision function of the only decision node d of Af. The conditional expected 
value Ea d [AfIS] depends on S and ~d. 
LEMMA 9. For any value fl6f2s, ESd[Af lS=f] depends only on the value 3d(fl) 
of Sd at t ,  in the sense that fixing ~d(fl) fixes E~ d [.Afls=fl], no matter what the 
8d(ff)'s ( fl' 6~S, if:Aft) are. 
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The proof is postponed till the end of this subsection. The implication of this 
lemma is that Eaa[.A/'IS=/3 ] is really a function of/3 and the value 8d(fl) of 3d 
at /3. To make this more explicit, let 3d(fl)=ot, then E~,.[A/'IS=fl] is a func- 
tion of/3 and c~. To signify this fact, we shall sometimes write E~d[A/IS=fl] as 
E6~:6,~)==[A/'IS=/3 ]. 
The following proposition will also be proved at the end of this section. 
PROPOSITION 9. Simple semi-decision etworks are uniform. 
The corollary below follows from Theorem 3and Lemma 9 
COROLLARY 1. Let.A~" = (Y, A, 79, f'l S) be a simple semi-decision etwork and 
let d be the only decision node. Then an optimal decision function ~ for d is 
given by 
6~(/3) = arg maxucf~,l E6,+:6,~(t3)=u[HIS=g]. (29) 
Proof of Theorem 3: Because of Theorem 1, it suffices to show that A/'II is uni- 
form. By Proposition 8, the tail.A/ll is a simple semi-decision network. According 
to Proposition 9, A/'11 must be uniform. The theorem is therefore proved. • 
Proof of Lemma 9: As Zrd=S, we can write P6d(dlS) for P6,t(dlrrd). Let C and 
V be the set of random and value nodes respectively. The joint potential P~d (C, d) 
is given by 
Pad(C, d) = Pad(diS) 1--I P(clrr")" 
cEC 
Therefore 
E~d[HIS=/3] = ~ e6d (dIs=~3) F I  P(clJrc) ~ #~(~o). (30) 
CU{d}-S c~C v~V 
The only term that contains ~d is e3d (dlS=fl), which only depends on the value 
of ~d at fl according to equation (10). Thus, the lemma is proved. • 
Proof of Proposition 9: Suppose A/" = (Y, A, 7 9, .T'I S) is a simple semi-decision 
network. Let d be the only decision ode. We need to show that for any decision 
function 3~ of d, if 
E~,/, [.Af] = max~d ~~Xd E~d [A:], (31) 
then for any value flCf2s 
E6 a,, [.A/I S = fl ] = m axa d E~ d ~ A,l [A:I S = g ]. (32) 
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For the sake of contradiction, assume there were a decision function ~ that 
satisfies (31) which did not satisfy (32). Then, there must exist another decision 
function ~ and a value/~ ~ ~2s such that 
Esao[.NIS=fl] < Ea,~[.AflS=fl]. 
Construct anew decision function 8~ that is the same as 8,~ at fl and that is the same 
as 8,~ at all other values fl' of S. By Lemma 9, E,~ [.NI S=fl] = E,~ [.A/'I S=fl], and 
E~[.NIS=fl'] = E~ [.NIS=fl'] for any fl'~f2s such that fl'g=fl. Hence, we have 
E,~[.N] = E E~[.NIS=fl']. 
= E~[.NIS=/~] + 
> Es~[.NIS=/~] +
Es~[N'IS=fl'] 
y~. E~ [A/'I S=fl'] 
= ~ Ea~[.NIS=fl'] 
ff eS2s 
= E~ [.N]. 
A contradiction. Therefore, it must be the case that (31) implies (32). The propo- 
sition is proved. • 
5.5. Evaluating Simple Semi-decision Networks 
This subsection presents an algorithm for evaluating simple semi-decision net- 
works. 
Let Af = (Y, A, 7 9, ~-[S) be a simple semi-decision network, and let d be the 
only decision node. 
Let .N O be the semi-Bayesian network obtained from .N by removing all the 
value nodes, and by deleting all the arcs into d and treating d as a root random 
node without prior probability. Let P0 be the joint potential of.N0, i.e the product 
of all the conditional probabilities in N'. 
For any value node v of.A/', all its parents--all the nodes in zrv--are in.N0. Thus, 
we can compute the marginal potential P0(rrv, S, d). We define the evaluation 
functional e(d, S) of.N by 
= E E Po(zrv, S,d)/zv(zro). (33) e(d, S) 
v~ V rct,-SU{d} 
THEOREM 4. Let iV" = (Y, A, 7 9, ~1 S) be a simple semi-decision etwork; let d 
be the only decision node; and let e(d, S) be the evaluation functional of .N'. 
Then 
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1. An optimal decision function ~ can be found by 
8~(fl) = arg maxa~oe(d=a, S=fl), ¥fl ~ [2s, 
2. The conditional optimal expected value E[.AflS] is given 
(34) 
E[A/'IS=/~] = maxa~nde(d=ot, S=fi), ¥fi ~ ~s. (35) 
The proof is postponed to the end of this section. The theorem suggests the 
following procedure for evaluating simple semi-decision networks. 
Procedure S-EVALUATE(N): 
• A/'--A simple semi-decision network. 
• An optimal decision function for the only decision node d, and 
the optimal conditional expected value of A/'. 
1. Construct the semi-Bayesian network A/'0. 
2. Compute the marginal potential P0(Jrv, S, d) for each the value 
nodes v. 
3. Obtain the evaluation functional e(d, S) by equation (33). 
4. Compute the optimal conditional expected value by equation 
(35) and an optimal policy by equation (34). 
For those who are familiar with Bayesian network inferences, the clique tree 
propagation approach (Jensen et al. [11], Lauritzen and Spiegehalter [12], and 
Shafer and Shenoy [32]) can be used to compute all marginal potentials Po(:rv, S, 
d)'s. All the marginal potentials can be computed by traversing the clique tree 
twice. When there is only one value node, there is only one marginal potential to 
compute, which can be done by traversing the clique tree only once. 
Proof  o f  Theorem 4: Let 8d be a decision function of d. Let Pad(X) be the 
potential over the set X of all the random and decision nodes of.Af under policy 
~d. We have 
Pad (X) = PO (X) Pad (diS). (36) 
Therefore, we have 
E~ d [A/'[ S] = ~ Pad(X) Z/zo(rrv)  (By definition) 
X-S  vcV 
= E P~d(dIS)Po(X) E/zv0rv)  (By equation (36)) 
X-S  o~V 
= EE", (dlS) E 
v~V d X-(SU{d}) 
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= EE ,.(als)E E 
veV d ~rv X-(rrvUSU{d}) 
= Z Z P~d(dlS) E Po(~rv, S,d)Izv(zrv) (Marginal potential) 
vEV d try 
From equation (10), we see that given S, Pad (diS) is the characteristic function 
X[dld=~d(S)] (d)of the set {d Id = 8d (S) }. Therefore 
Hence, 
e~,[NIS] = ~ y~. Po0ro, s, 8a(s))l.o(~ro). 
I)EV Try 
(37) 
E~d:gd(g)=,~[.Af ls=~] = e(d=u, S=/~). (38) 
The first item of the theorem follows from Corollary 1 and equation (38). The 
second item follows from the first item. The theorem is proved. • 
5.6. The Procedure EVALUATE 
We are now ready to present our algorithm for evaluating smooth SDDNs. The 
correctness of the algorithm is guaranteed by Theorem 3 and Proposition 8. 
Procedure EVALUATE(N): 
• Input: A/'--a smooth SDDN. 
• Output: an optimal policy for and the optimal expected value of 
Jr'. 
If there are no decision odes, Call N-EVALUATE(N) to compute the 
expected value, and stop. 
Else 
1. Find an SD candidate decision ode d, 
2. Compute the tail .Nit ofJV" w.r.t d, 
3. Call S-EVALUATE(N//) to compute an optimal policy for and 
the optimal conditional expected value E[.N'tt IZrd] of.M'tl, 
4. Compute the body Aft of.N" w.r.t d (E[./V'll[Yrd] is used here), 
and 
5. Recursively call EVALUATE(X/). 
In EVALUATE, the subroutine N-EVALUATE is a procedure for evaluating 
decision etworks that contain o decision odes, which is given below. 
Procedure N-EVALUATE(N): 
• Input: .N'--a decision etwork with no decision odes. 
• Output: the optimal expected value ofA r. 
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ff there are no value nodes in N', return 0. 
Else 
1. Let vl . . . . .  v,n be all the value nodes. Compute P(zr~i) for all 
the vi ' s. 
2. Return 
m 
E E P(Yrvi)#vi(rrvi). 
i=1  Try i
Note that in EVALUATE, there is the subtask of finding an SD candidate node, 
which is also in the TEST-STEPWlSE-DECOMPOSAB ILITY. In implementation, 
one should avoid doing this twice. 
Also note that in N-EVALUATE, as in S-EVALUATE, one can compute the 
marginal probabilities P (Trvi) by using the clique tree approach. All those marginal 
probabilities can be computed by traversing the clique tree only twice. When there 
is only one value node, one pass through the clique tree is enough. 
Finally, no complexity analysis is carried out for EVALUATE here because a
more general version of the algorithm will be given in the next section. 
6. NON-SMOOTH SDDNs 
The previous ection discussed how to evaluate a smooth SDDN. This section 
deals with non-smooth SDDNs. We extend the concepts of tail and body to the 
non-smooth case in such way that, as in the smooth case, optimal policies of the 
tail and optimal policies of the body together form optimal policies of the original 
network (subsection 6.2), and thereby obtain a procedure called EVALUATE1 that 
is very similar to EVALUATE (subsection 6.3). The correctness ofEVALUATE 1 
is proved in subsection 6.4. Both the presentation a d the proof of EVALUATE1 
rely upon the preparatory subsection 6.1, which discusses how to transform a
non-smooth SDDN into an equivalent smooth SDDN by a series of arc reversals. 
6.1. Smoothing Non-smooth SDDNs 
An algorithm for evaluating non-smooth SDDNs will be given in subsection 
6.3. In preparation, this subsection shows how to transform a non-smooth SDDN 
into an equivalent smooth SDDN by a series of arc reversals. 
6.1.1. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN DECISION NETWORKS. Two de- 
cision networks are equivalent if 
1. They have the same decision odes, the same policy space, and 
2. For each policy, they have the same expected value. 
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(1) Be fore  arc  reversa l  (2) A f te r  arc  reversa l  
Figure 16. The concept of arc reversal: At the beginning the parent set of cl is BUB1 
and the parent set of c2 is BUB2LJ{Cl ]. After reversing the arc c1-+c2, the parent set of 
cl becomes BUB1UB2LJ{c2} and the parent set of c2 becomes BLJB2LIBI. There are no 
graphical changes otherwise. 
LEMMA 10. If tWO decision netWorks are equivalent, then they have the same 
optimal policies and the same optimal expected value. • 
6.1.2. ARC REVERSAL. Arc reversal is an operation that transforms one 
decision network into another different but equivalent decision network (Howard 
and Matheson [10], Shachter [26]). We introduce arc reversals at two levels: first 
the level of skeleton and then the level of number. 
Let cl and c2 be two random nodes in a decision network skeleton/C. Suppose 
there is an arc from Cl to c2. When there is no other directed path from Cl to c2, 
we say that the arc Cl---~c2 is reversible. 
Let B=zrcl N~rc2, Bl =Zrc~ -rrc2, and B2=Y~c2 - -  (7~cl I,.J{C 1 }). In a decision etwork 
skeleton, to reverse a reversible arc Cl---~c2 is to delete that arc, draw an arc from 
c2 to Cl, an arc from each node in B2 to Cl, and an arc from each node in BI to c2. 
Figure 16 illustrates this concept. 
Let /C  be the decision network skeleton resulting from reversing Cl---~c2 in/C. 
Let ~rx ~denote the set of parents of a node x in/C. Then Zrc'~ =B LIB1LIB2LI{c2 }and 
t Yrc2=BUB2UB1. 
Let A/" be a decision network and/C be the underlying skeleton. To reverse a
reversible arc Cl---~c2 inAf is to reverse that arc in the underlying skeleton/C, and 
to set the conditional probabilities P(Cl [~r~l ) and P(c2l~rc~2) asfollows: 
P(c21Zrc' 2) = P(cl IB, BI, B2, c2) =clef 
p / (cllrrcl) = P(CEIB, BI, B2) =clef 
P(cl, c2lB, Bt, B2), 
Cl 
P(Cl, c2IB, B1, B2) 
P(c2IB, BI, B2) ' 
(39) 
(40) 
where P(Cl, c2lB, B1, B2)=P(cllJrcl)P(c2ln'c2), and P(cll~cl) and P(c2l~rc2) 
are in turn the conditional probabilities of cl and c2 in JV" respectively. In (40), 
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P(c21B, Bl, B2) may be zero. When it is the case, P(cl  IB, B1, B2, c2) is defined 
to be constant 1. 
Note that arc reversals at the level of skeleton do not involve numerical com- 
putations, whereas arc reversals in decision networks do. The following lemma 
reveals ome properties of arc reversals in decision networks, which will be useful 
later. 
LEMMA 11. Suppose an arc Cl ---~c2 in a decision network A/" is reversible. Let 
A~ "r be the decision network resulting from reversing cl--+c2 in Af. Let zr x denote 
the set of parents of a node x in Aft, and let U(clrec ~) denote the conditional 
probability of a random node c in A?. Then 
1. For any node x other than Cl and c2, re x = rex; 
2. For any random node c other than C l and c2, 
P'(clzr~) = P(clre,.); 
3. And 
P'(cl Izr~j )P+(c2lre~z) = P(Cl Irecl )P(c2l:rrc2) • 
Proof: The lemma follows directly from the definition of arc reversal. • 
PROPOSITION 10. Let A/" be a decision network. Let.A~ "+ be the decision network 
obtained from .IV" by reversing a reversible arc. Then A/" and Af  are equivalent. 
Proof: According to Lemma 11 (1), .N" and .N "+ have the same decision nodes, and 
that each decision node has the same parents. So, .Af and Afr have the same policy 
space. By Lemma 11 (2) and (3), we have that Es[.N'] = E~[AP] for any policy 
S. The proposition is thus proved. • 
6.1.3. DISTURBANCE NODES, DISTURBANCE ARCS, AND DISTUR- 
BANCE RECIPIENTS. Consider a decision network skeleton/C. Suppose d 
is a decision node in/C. If/C is not smooth at d, then there are arcs from the 
downstream set YH(d, 1C) to nodes in red. A disturbance node ofd  is a node in 
Ytl from which there is a directed path to at least one node in Zrd. The arcs on 
such a path are called disturbance arcs of d, because they go against he "stream." 
The nodes in red that are pointed to by disturbance arcs are called disturbance 
recipients of d. 
As an example, let /C be the decision network skeleton in Figure 17. The 
downstream set Ylt(d2, 1C.) consists of d2, c6 and 02. The node c6 is a disturbance 
node of dE, the arcs c6---->c4 and c6-+c5 are disturbance arcs of dE, and c4 and c5 
are disturbance recipients of d2. 
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Figure 17. A non-smooth decision etwork skeleton. 
LEMMA 12. Let 1C be a decision etwork skeleton and d be an SD candidate de- 
cision node. Let X i t be the set of random and decision odes in the downstream 
set Ytl(d, 1C). 
1. For any ceXi l ,  Zrc c XllUZrd. 
2. Forany c2EXlt andany Cl Errcl, iflC contains the arc c2--+cl, then c2 and 
cl are both random nodes. So are the ancestors of c2 in XII. 
Proof: The first part follows immediately from the definition of downstream 
set. We now prove the second part. First of all, cl cannot be a value node because 
value nodes have no children and cl has the child d. Also as 7rd does not separate 
d from c2 and c2 is a parent of cl, Cl can not be decision ode either, for this would 
contradict the fact that d is an SD candidate node of/C. Therefore Cl must be a 
random node. 
Following a similar line of reasoning, one can show that c2 and its ancestors in 
Xtl  are all random nodes. • 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose d is an SD candidate decision ode of a decision etwork 
skeleton. Then all the disturbance nodes and disturbance recipients of d are 
random nodes. • 
6.1.4. TAIL-SMOOTHING SKELETONS. Let d be an SD candidate node 
in a decision network skeleton/C. Suppose/C is not smooth at d. This subsubsec- 
tion presents a procedure for smoothing/C at d. 
A leaf disturbance node ofd is a disturbance node of d such that none of its 
children are disturbance nodes of d. 
Let c be a leaf disturbance node of d. Let c--+cl, c--+c2 . . . . .  c--+c,n be all the 
disturbance arcs emitting from c. The ci's must be in Zd. An disturbance arc 
c---~ci s the most senior if there is no other disturbance arc c---~cj such that cj is 
an ancestor of ci. 
Because/C is acyclic, if there are disturbance arcs emitting from c, then one of 
them must be the most senior. As c is a leaf disturbance node o ld ,  the most senior 
disturbance arc c--+ci is reversible. 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 18. The application of TAIL-SMOOTHING-K to the decision etwork skeleton 
in Figure 17 with the input candidate node being d2: (a) after reversing c6--+c4, (b) after 
reversing c6--~ c5. 
Procedure TAIL-SMOOTHING-K(/C, d) 
• Input: /C--an SDDN skeleton, 
d - -an  SD candidate of/C. 
• Output: An SDDN skeleton that is smooth at d. 
Whi lel  there are disturbance nodes of d, find a leaf disturbance node 
c, break ties arbitrarily. 
While2 there are disturbance arcs of d emitting from c, 
pick and reverse a most senior one, break ties arbitrarily. 
end-while2 
end-whilel. 
As an example, let/C be the decision network skeleton in Figure 17. Figure 
18 shows the working of TAIL-SMOOTHING-K(/C, d2). The node c6 is a leaf 
disturbance node of d2. There are two disturbance arcs emitting from c6:c6--+c4 
and c6--->c5, among which c6----~c4 is the most senior. So, the arc ¢6--+c4 is first 
reversed, introducing the new arc dl--+c6. The resulting skeleton is shown in 
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Figure 18 (a). The arc c6----~c5 is reversed thereafter, introducing the new arc 
dl--+cs. The resulting skeleton is shown in Figure 18 (b), which is smooth at d2. 
PROPOSITION 1 1. The procedure TAIL-SMOOTHING-K terminates and is cor- 
rect. 
A proof can be found at the end of this subsection. 
Let/C' be the output decision etwork skeleton of TAIL-SMOOTHING-K(/C, d). 
For any disturbance recipient r of d (in K:), the set of parents 7r ' of r in/C t is 
! 
different from the set of parents Zrr of r in/C. In our example, Zrc5 = {dl, c4}, 
while yrc5 = {c4, c6}. The following lemma gives us some idea about what nodes 
Jr r' consists of. The lemma is useful in presenting EVALUATE1. 
LEMMA 13. Let :r~ and rCr be as in the previous paragraph and let red be the set 
! of parents of d in 1C. Then rCrAZrdCC_rr~CTrd, and none of the nodes in 7rr-yrr 
are descendants ofr in 1C. 
A proof can be found at the end of this subsection. 
6.1.5. TAIL-SMOOTHING DECISION NETWORKS. The arc reversals 
in TAIL-SMOOTHING-K are at the level of skeleton. There are no numerical 
computations whatsoever. The following algorithm for smooth adecision etwork 
at a decision node is the same as TAIL-SMOOTHING-K, except now numerical 
computations are involved. 
Procedure TAIL-SMOOTHING(Af, d) 
• Input: Af--an SDDN, 
d- -an SD candidate of A/'. 
• Output: An equivalent SDDN that is smooth at d. 
Whilel there are disturbance nodes of d, find a leaf disturbance node 
c, break ties arbitrarily. 
While2 there are disturbance arcs of d emitting from c, 
pick and reverse a most senior one, break ties arbitrarily. 
end-while2 
end-whilel. 
As an example, let A/" be a decision network over the skeleton in Figure 17. 
Consider the working of TAIL-SMOOTHING(A/', d2). As in the case of TAIL- 
SMOOTHING-K, the arc c6-+c4 is first reversed, resulting in a decision network 
with underlying skeleton as in Figure 18 (a). The conditional probabilities of c4 
and c6 in the resulting network are as follows: 
P(c4ldl) = y~ P(c4ldl, c6)P(c6), (41) 
c6 
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P(c4ldl, c6)P(c6) 
P(c6ldl, c4) --- (42) 
~_,c6P(c4ldl, c6)P(c6)" 
Then the arc c6--~c5 is reversed, resulting in a decision network with underlying 
skeleton as in Figure 18 (b). The conditional probability of c5 in the resulting 
network is as follows: 
P(csIdl, c4) P ( c5 lc4, c6 ) P ( c6 ld l , c4) 
c6 
~-~c6 P(cslc4, c6)P(c4ldl, c6)P(c6) 
Y~c6 P(c4ldl, c6)P(c6) 
(43) 
Proof  of Proposition 11: To prove that the procedure TAIL-SMOOTHING-K 
terminates, we need to show that the procedure does not get trapped in the while- 
loops. The procedure will eventually exit the inner while-loop, because the number 
of disturbance arcs emitting from the leaf disturbance node c is reduced by one 
during each execution of the loop. 
The procedure will also exit the outer while-loop as reversing all the disturbance 
arcs emitting from a leaf disturbance node c does not produce any new disturbance 
nodes, and c is no longer a disturbance node thereafter. Therefore the number of 
disturbance nodes is reduced by one during each execution of the outer while-loop. 
Because there are only a finite number of disturbance nodes, the procedure will 
eventually leave the outer while-loop. 
TAIL-SMOOTHING-K changes neither the downstream set nor the upstream 
set of rid. So, the resulting decision network is also stepwise-decomposable. 
As the procedure xits the outer while-loop only when there are no more dis- 
turbance nodes of d, the resulting network produced by the procedure is smooth 
at d. The proposition is proved. • 
Proof  of Lemma 13: Let Zrr (t) be the set of parents of r at time step t during the 
execution of TAIL-SMOOTHING-K(/C, d). We show by induction on t that (1) 
Yrrf-)rrdCYrr(t), (2) rrr(t)f-lYi(]C, d) --- 0, and (3) for any XC(Trr(t)nrfd)--Trr, X is 
not a descendant of r in/C. 
At the beginning, rrr(0) = Srr. So (1) and (3) are trivially true. (2) is true 
because at least one node in rrr is in YII(1C, d), as r is a disturbance recipient of 
d. Hence none of the nodes in rrr can be in the upstream set YI. 
Suppose (1-3) are true at time step t. Consider time step t+ l .  Suppose at this 
time step, the disturbance arc reversed is c---~r'. If rl¢r, then zrr(t + 1) = zrr(t), 
hence (1-3) are true. When r r = r, letx be a node in rrr(t+ 1)-7rr (t). Then x must 
be parent of c that is not a parent of r. As there is no cycle x cannot be a descendant 
of r. So x does not lead to the violation of (3). As c is in the downstream set YI1 
of rrd, x can only be either in ~rd or in Ytt. In both case, x does not lead to the 
violation of any of (2). By the definition of arc reversal, 7F r ( t )  - -  7"fr ( t  "q- 1) = {C}. 
Again because c is in Y11, (1) remains true. In other words, (1-3) are true for the 
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case of t + 1. Consequently, (1-3) are true for all t's. 
At the end of the execution of TAIL-SMOOTHING(E, d), Ztr (t) = rr~. Since 
/C' is smooth at d, none of the nodes of rr~ are in the downstream set YII, hence 
:rrrtNYrd = 7r~. Consequently, it follows from (1-3) that YrrnyrdCZrtrC_Trd, and each 
x~rr~ - rrr is ancestor of r  in/C. • 
6.2. Tail and Body 
The procedure TAIL-SMOOTHING suggests the following approach for evalu- 
ating a non-smooth SDDN A/': find an SD candidate node d, use TAIL-SMOOTH- 
ING to smooth A/" at d, decompose A/" at d into a tail and a body, find an optimal 
decision function for d in the tail, and repeat the process for the body. An disadvan- 
tage of this approach is that TAIL-SMOOTHING may demand many arc reversals, 
which are known to be a cause of inefficiency (Shenoy [35], Ndilikilikesha [19]). 
The motivation behind EVALUATE1 is to avoid arc reversals. This section paves 
the way to EVALUATE 1. 
Let Af be a decision network and d an SD candidate node in A/'. In subsections 
5.1 and 4.1, we have defined the concepts of tail (or downstream component) and 
body (or upstream component) for the case when.Af is smooth at d. In this section, 
we extend the concepts of tail and body to the case when .M" is not smooth at d. 
6.2.1. TAIL AND BODY AT THE LEVEL OF SKELETON. When/C is 
smooth at d, there are no disturbance r cipients of d. When/C is not smooth at d, 
some of the nodes in zrd are disturbance r cipients. Disturbance recipients require 
special attention when extending the definition of tail and body to the non-smooth 
case. 
Suppose d is an SD candidate node of/C. The tail of/C w.r.t d, denoted by 
1Ctt (d, IC) or simply by/Ctt, is the decision network skeleton obtained from/C by 
restricting/C onto YtlUZrd and removing all those arcs among nodes in zra that do 
not point at disturbance r cipients of d. 
As an example, let/C be the decision network skeleton in Figure 17. Figure 19 
(b) shows the tail of/C w.r.t dE. The restriction of/C onto Yt t (d2,/C)tV~ra2 contains 
the following three arcs among nodes in zra2: dl ~ c3, dl---~c4, and c4---~c5. The 
arc dl--~ c3, which is removed because c3 is not a disturbance r cipient of d2. On 
the other hand, the arcs dl-+C4 and d4--~c5 are retained because both c4 and c5 
are disturbance r cipients of d2. 
In the definition of tail, why did we need to handle disturbance r cipients of a 
decision node d in a different manner from other parents of d? Consider, for in- 
stance, the disturbance r cipient c4 of d2 in Figure 17. The conditional probability 
P(c4ldl, c6) of c4 involves the node c6. As c6 is in the downstream set Yll(d, 1C), 
P(c4 Idl, c6) is placed in the tail (subsection 6.2.2). Consequently, the arc dl---~c4 
has to be retained. On the other hand, c3 is not a disturbance r cipient of d2. Its 
conditional probability P(c31dl) does not involve nodes in the downstream set 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 19. Tail and body for the non-smooth decision etwork skeleton in Figure 17: (a) 
shows its body w.r.t d2 and (b) shows its tail w.r.t d2. 
Y11, and is hence placed in the body (see subsection 6.2.2). So, we delete the arc 
dl---~c3 from the tail. 
To extend the concept of body to the non-smooth case, let KS~ be the output 
decision network skeleton of TAIL-SMOOTHING-K(KS, d). As KS' is smooth at 
d, its body KS~ w.r.t d is defined (sections 4.1 and 5.1). We define the body of KS 
w.r.t d to simply be the body KS) of KS/w.r.t d, and we denote it by KS1 (d, KS) or 
simply by KSt. 
As an example, let KS be the decision etwork skeleton in Figure 17. Figure 18 
(b) shows the output decision etwork skeleton of TAIL-SMOOTHING-K(KS, d2), 
from which we obtain the body KSI of KS w.r.t d2. KSI is as shown in Figure 19 (a). 
The reader is encouraged toverify that he general definitions of tail and body (at 
the level of skeleton) given in this subsection are consistent with the corresponding 
definitions for the smooth case given sections 4.1 and 5.1. In doing so, keep in 
mind that in the smooth case there are no disturbance r cipients. 
6.2.2. TAIL OF DECISION NETWORKS. Having defined tail at the level 
of skeleton, we can now define tail at the level of number by providing the necessary 
numerical information. Suppose d is an SD candidate node in a decision etwork 
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A/'. Let/C be the underlying skeleton. The tail ofAf w.r.t d, denoted by 2q'11 (d, .N') 
or simply by.A/'l I, is a semi-decision network over/C1 t (d,/C). The value functions 
of all the value nodes in Aft I remain the same as in Af. The conditional probabilities 
of random nodes outside rrd also remain the same as in Af. As d is an SD candidate 
node, Corollary 2 assures us that the disturbance recipients of d are all random 
nodes. The conditional probabilities of the disturbance r cipients ofd again remain 
the same as in .A/'. The nodes in S =def {X ETE d ] X is not a disturbance recipient of 
d} are all viewed as root random nodes without prior probabilities. 
As an example, let .A/" be a decision network over the skeleton shown in Figure 
17. Then the tail .A/'11 (d2, .A/) is a semi-decision network over the skeleton shown 
in Figure 19 (b). Afll contains conditional probabilities P (c4 Idl, c6), P(c5 [c4, c6), 
and P(c6) of random nodes c4, c5, and c6, which are respectively the same as the 
conditional probabilities of c4, c5, and c6 in A/'. A/'I I also contains avalue function 
/zv2 (d2, c6) of v2, which is the same as the value function of v2 in A/'. The root 
random node c3 does not have prior probability. The node dl is treated as a root 
random node without prior probability. 
Let XI [ be the set of random and decision odes in the downstream set YII (d, A/'). 
Let Po(XII, Zrd) be the product of all the conditional probabilities in A/'tl. For 
any subset B of XtltOJrd, Po(B) is obtained from Po(Xll, rrd) by summing out 
the variables in (XtlUyrd)--B. Define the evaluation functional e(d, 7rd) of NH 
as follows: 
1 
e(d, Zrd) -- Po(Zrd, d) Z Z Po(zrv, Yrd, d)#o(zrv), (44) 
vEVII rgv-~rdU{d} 
where VII stands for the set of value nodes in .1~11. 
To continue our example, Yll(d2,J~) = {d2, c6, v2}. 
Po(XIt, rrd2) is given by 
So XII = {d2, C6}. 
Po(XII, 7rd 2) = P0(d2, C6, d l ,  c3, C4, C5) = P(c4[dl, c6)P(c51c4, c6)P(c6). 
So, the evaluation functional e of Afil is given by 
e(d2, dl, c3, C4, C5) = 
1 
ZC 6 P(c4[dl, c6)P(c51c4, c6)P(c6) 
× Z P(caldl, c6)P(c5 ]ca, c6)P(c6)IZv2 (d2, c6). 
c6 
A note about consistency in the definition of evaluation functional. According 
to the note at the end of section 3.1, when A/" is smooth at d, Po(X1t, rrd) is the 
conditional probability P(Xll--{d}lrrd, d). Thus Po(rrd, d) = Y~xII-[d] P(XIt 
--{d}lZrd, d) = 1. Consequently, the definition of evaluation functional given here 
is the same as the definition given in section 5.5. 
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THEOREM 5. Suppose d is an SD candidate node in a decision network .AI'. Let 
e (d, Yrd) be the evaluation functional of the tail .Aft I (d, A/'). The optimal deci- 
sion functions 8~ of d can be found through 
8~(fl) = arg maxae~ae(d=o{, 7rd=fl), Vfl ~ f2rrd. (45) 
A proof will be provided in section 6.4. 
6.2.3. BODY OF DECISION NETWORKS. As in the case of tail, the 
body of a decision network .N" w.r.t to an SD candidate node d is obtained from 
the body of its underlying skeleton w.r.t d by providing the necessary numerical 
information. Let/C be the skeleton underlying A/. The body of A/w.r.t d, denoted 
by Aft (d, A/) or simply by A/i, is a semi-decision network over E1 (d,/C). The 
value functions of all the value nodes other than u remain the same as in A c. The 
value function/zu of the tail-value node u is defined by 
I~u(rCd=fl) = max~de(d=e{,  Zrd=fl), ¥ fl ~ f2~rd. (46) 
The conditional probabilities of random nodes that are not disturbance r cipients 
of d also remain the same as in A/. 
What remain to be provided are the conditional probabilities of the disturbance 
recipients of d. Let us first note that a disturbance r cipient of d has different 
parents in the body KI from in the original skeleton/C. For example, the parents 
of c5 in Figure 17 are c4 and c6, whereas in Figure 19 (a) the parents of c5 are dl 
and c4. For any disturbance r cipient r of d, let rr / be the set of the parents of r 
1 = {dl, ca}, while -= {ca, c6}. in/CI. In Figure 19 (a), for instance, yrc5 ~rc5 
Let A/" be the output decision network of TAIL-SMOOTHING(A/, d), and let 
r be a disturbance r cipient of d. We want to define the conditional probability 
P(rlrr/) of r in A/'I to be the conditional probability of r in AP, but for the sake 
of computational efficiency we do not wish to explicitly compute N". 
The following definition resolves our dilemma. The conditional probability 
P(rlrrr/) o f r  in HI is defined by 
Po(zr/, r) 
P(rlyrlr ) =def PO(yr/) ' (47) 
where P0 is as in the previous ubsection. 
We shall show in subsection 6.4 that P(rlJr/) as defined by equation (47) is 
indeed the conditional probability of r in A/". Here is an example. Recall that c4 
and c5 are the only two disturbance r cipients of d: in Figure 17. Let us compute 
the conditional probabilities of c4 and c5 in Figure 19 (a) by using equation (47): 
Po(c4, dl) 
P(c41~r~) = Po(d~) 
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~-~c6 P(c41dl, c6)P(c6) 
EC6,C4 P(c41dl, c6)P(c6) 




Po(c5, dl, c4) 
Po(dl, c4) 
~-~c6 P ( c4 ldl , c6)P(c51c4, c6)P(c6) 
= )--~c6 P(c41dl, c6)P(c6) (49) 
A comparison between equations (48) and (49) with equations (41) and (43) 
reveals that the conditional probabilities of c4 and c5 obtained through equation 
(47) are indeed the same as the conditional probabilities of ca and c5 in A/"p. 
According to Lemma 13, rrr t _ rra for any disturbance r cipient r of d. This 
observation about 7rr t leads to the following formula for computing P (r [~rr I): 
P(rlrr/) = )-~rrd-Zr/U{ r} Po(Ttd) 
~,~.-zlut4 Po(~ra)" 
(50) 
In words, in order compute P(rlrr/), we can compute Po(~rd) from Po(XII, 7i'd) 
by summing out the nodes in Xt/t37rd--Zra nd obtain P (r 17r/) through equation 
(50). 
THEOREM 6. Suppose d is an SD candidate node in a decision etwork Af. Then 
the optimal decision functions for decision odes other than d are the same in 
Af as in the body J~t (d, .Af). Also, the optimal expected value of Af is the same 
as that of All (d, .Af). 
A proof will be provided in section 6.4. 
6.3. The Procedure EVALUATE1 
Theorems 5and 6 lead to the following procedure for evaluating SDDNs, smooth 
or non-smooth. 
Procedure EVALUATE 1 (A/'): 
• Input: N'--an SDDN, smooth or non-smooth. 
• Output: An optimal policy and the optimal expected value of 
At. 
If there are no decision nodes, call N-EVALUATE(A/') to compute the 
expected value, and stop. 
Else 
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1, Find an SD candidate node d, 
2. Compute the tail Aftl ofAf w.r.t d. Let P0 denote the product 
of all the conditional probabilities in Aft I. 
(a) Compute the marginalpotentials Po(Zrd) and P0(rrd, d), and 
the marginal potential PO(rrd, d, try) for each value node v 
in Af ti. 
(b) Compute the evaluation functional e(d, rra) by 
e(d, Jrd) = 
1 
ve Vl l 7rv--~rdUld} 
Po(zrv, zra, d)Izv(zrv). (51) 
where Vtl is the set of value nodes in Afll. 
(c) Compute an optimal decision function 3~ of d by 
8~(~) = arg maxac~ae(d=ct, rrd=/~),V/~Ef27rd. (52) 
(d) Compute the body Aft ofAf w.r.t d (TAIL-SMOOTHING- 
K, Po(Zd), and equation (50) is used here). 
3. Recursively call EVALUATE 1 (Afl). 
What is the running time of EVALUATE 1 ? Let n be the total number of nodes 
in Af, k be the number of decision nodes, a be the number of arcs, e be the 
number of edges in the moral graph of Af. According to the complexity analysis 
of TEST-STEPWlSE-DECOMPOSABILITY, the time EVALUATE1 spends on 
finding candidate nodes and computing tails and bodies is O(k2(n + e)). 
If we use the clique tree propagation approach to compute the marginal potentials 
in step (a), we need only to traverse the clique tree twice. If there are I cliques 
and the maximum number of nodes in a clique is q, the runing time is O(l).q), 
where ). stands for the maximum number of values a variable can assume. So, 
EVALUATE 1 spends O (kl)~ q) time computing marginal potentials. 
The time for computing the evaluation functional and optimal decision functions 
from the evaluation functional is dominated by the time for computing marginal 
potentials, except for the numerical divisions. For each (candidate) node d, the 
factor Po(rrd, d) is divided from an expression to arrive at the evaluation functional 
e(zrd, d). Numerical divisions also happen once for each disturbance r cipient in 
the computation of body. 7 
7This can be avoided via a subtle technical trick if clique tree propagation is used. According 
to Lemrna 13, all the disturbance recipients ofd and their parents are in zr d. Hence the conditional 
probabilities ofthe disturbance r cipients will multiplied together inthe clique tree propagation 
approach. The multiplication f those conditional probabilities is nothing but Po(Trd). Thus, there 
is no need to compute hose conditional probabilities from Po(rrd) through equation (50), because 
Po(rrd) all that is required. 
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6.4. Correctness of EVALUATE1 
To prove the correctness ofthe procedure EVALUATE1, it suffices to show that 
Theorems 5 and 6 are true. 
Proof of Theorem 5: Let .Af' be output network of TAIL-SMOOTHING(A/', d). 
Then d is also an SD candidate node of A/" and Af t is smooth at d. 
Let P~ be the product of the conditional probabilities in the tail .A{~I (d, A/v). 
According the Theorem 4, optimal decision functions 8~ for d can be found through 
~(fl) = arg maxa~s2de'(d=a, 7t'd=fi) , Vfl E ~Zrd, (53) 
where the evaluation functional e'(d, Zrd) of A/'~/ is given by 
e(d, Zd) = Z Z P~(zrv, Zrd, d)lzv(zrv), (54) 
oEVII 7rv--rrdk){d} 
where Vtl stands for the set of value node in N'~t. 
Let P0 be the product of all the conditional probabilities in the tail A/'ll (d, A/'). 
By Lemma 11, we conclude that arc reversals do not change joint probabilities. 
Hence they do not change conditional probabilities either. Consequently, for each 
value node v in .A:II (or in A:~I) we have 
Po(Trv ]rrd, d) = P~(rrv lTrd, d). 
As ./V ": is smooth at d, we have 
P~(n'v [Zrd, d) ' = P~(zrv, rrd, d). 
Therefore 
P~(zrv, Zrcl, d) = Po(rrvlZrd, d). (55) 
Consequently, 




e(d, 7rd), (56) 
where e(d, ~cl) is the evaluation functional of.N'tt. This proves Theorem 5. • 
Proof of Theorem 6: Let AF be the output network of TAIL-SMOOTHING(N, 
d). Then d is also an SD candidate node of.N" andA/"~ is smooth atd. Let ~r x' be 
the set of parents of a node x in .N" and let P'(clrr i) be the conditional probability 
of a random node c in A/"~. 
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Let/C be the skeleton underlying Af. Recall that in the definition of All, we 
executed TAIL-SMOOTHING-K(/C, d). Suppose the ties were broken in the same 
way in both the execution of TAIL-SMOOTHING-K(/C, d) and the execution 
TAIL-SMOOTHING(N, d). Then for any node x in Aft other than the tail-value 
1 i ' In particular, for any disturbance r cipient r of d in Af, 7r  = 7/" r. node, Jr / = Jr x. 
Because of Theorem 4, it suffices to show that the body Aft (d, Af) of Af is the 
same as the body Af~ (d, Aft) of Af'. 
First of all, because of equation (56) the value function of the tail-value node in 
Af~ is the same as the value function of the tail-value node in Afl. 
What remains to be proved is that for any disturbance r cipient r of d, 
P'(rlJr~) = P(rlrr/). (57) 
Let R be the set of all the disturbance r cipients of d in Af. Let Clt be the set 
of random nodes in the downstream set Yt I (d, Af). Consider the product of all 
the conditional probabilities of nodes in C11 U R. According to Lemma 11, this 
product is not changed by the arc reversals in TAIL-SMOOTHING(d, Af). Thus 
H P(clzrc) = I-I P'(cl~'). 
cECIIUR ccCIIUR 
Summing out all the nodes in CII from both sides of the equation, we get 
Po(rrd) = H P'(clrr[.). 
ccR 
Thus for any reR, we have 
p,(rlrrr, ) = ~rd-(lr}U~')eo(zrd) 
Y~-~rd- n; PO (Zrd) 
= P( r l~ ' / ) .  
Theorem 6 is therefore proved. 
7. COMPARISON TO OTHER APPROACHES 
Influence diagrams are special SDDNs and hence can be evaluated by EVAL- 
UATE1. This section compares EVALUATE1 with previous approaches for eval- 
uating influence diagrams. We identify a list of desirable properties and examine 
EVALUATE 1 and each of the previous approaches with regard to those properties. 
7.1. Desirable Properties of Evaluation Algorithms 
A list of desirable properties of algorithms for evaluating influence diagrams is 
given in the first row of Table 1. Due explanations follow. 
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Table 1. Comparisons Among Approaches for Evaluating Influence Diagrams 
EVALUATE ! 
























































7.1.1. FACILITATING THE PRUNING OF REMOVABLE ARCS. In a 
decision network, an arc into a decision node is removable if its removal does not 
affect he optimal expected value. In [41], we have given an algorithm that prunes 
from an influence diagram all the removable arcs that can be graph-theoretically 
identified. 
There are a couple of advantages to pruning removable arcs: it results in a 
simpler network, and it reduces the sizes of the decision tables. Thus a desirable 
property for an evaluation algorithm to possess i  to be able to facilitate the pruning 
of removable arcs. 
It is shown in [41 ] that pruning graph-theoretically identifiable removable arcs 
from influence diagrams results in SDDNs. So, with EVALUATE1 one can prune 
removable arcs from influence diagrams, because EVALUATE1 is designed for 
evaluating SDDNs. 
7.1.2. DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER. It is desirable to decompose, prior to 
evaluation, an influence diagram into (overlapping) portions uch that each portion 
corresponds to one decision node and that an optimal decision function for the 
decision node can be computed in the portion. This is a case of the standard 
divide-and-conquer idea. 
Suppose the influence diagram to be evaluated has been put through a prepro- 
cessing stage such that removable arcs have been pruned. Let A/" be the resulting 
SDDN. The procedure EVALUATE1 evaluates Af recursively. At the first step 
of the recursion, EVALUATE1 finds an SD candidate node d and cuts Af into 
two portions: the tail Aftt and the body Aft. EVALUATE1 computes an optimal 
decision function for d in Aftt, and then repeats the process for the body Aft. In 
this sense, we say that EVALUATE1 works in a divide-and-conquer fashion. 
7.1.3. SEPARATING BAYESIAN NETWORK INFERENCES. When 
evaluating an influence diagram, it is desirable to separate Bayesian etwork (BN) 
inferences from other computations. There has been intensive research on BN 
inferences, and systems have been built. If an influence diagram evaluation ap- 
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proach can clearly separate BN inferences from other computations, then it can 
be implemented on top of any system for BN inferences. This is a case of the 
principle of separation of concern and the modularity principle. 
EVALUATE1 clearly separates BN inferences from other computations; all 
the BN inference tasks--the tasks of computing the marginal potentials Po(Jrcl), 
P0(Yrd, d), and Po(Trd, d, zrv)--are collected in step (a). We have been suggesting 
the clique tree propagation method to compute the marginal potentials. However, 
other methods can be used as well. 
7.1.4. ARC REVERSALS AND NUMERICAL DIVISIONS. Numerical 
divisions are slower than additions and multiplications; they should be avoided 
when possible. Arc reversals imply numerical divisions; they should also be 
avoided if possible. 
The procedure EVALUATE1 does not require arc reversals. Furthermore, the 
only times EVALUATE1 does numerical divisions are when computing the eval- 
uating functional e(d, Y~d). 
7.1.5. MULTIPLE VALUE NODES. When the decision maker's utility 
function can be separated into several components (Tatman and Shachter [38]), it 
is important to take advantage of the separability by having multiple value nodes. 
This may imply substantial speed up of computation. 
EVALUATE1 is designed for dealing with multiple value nodes. 
7.2. Other Approaches 
This subsection examines the approaches by Howard and Matheson [10], 
Shachter [26], Ndilikilikesha [19], Tatman and Shachter [38], Shachter [27], 
Shenoy [34], Shachter and Peot [29], Shenoy [35], and Cooper [3]. 
7.2.1. THINGS THAT CAN BE SAID FOR ALL. Until now, influence di- 
agrams have always been assumed to be no-forgetting; there have been no methods 
for dealing with influence diagrams that violate the no-forgetting constraint. Even 
though several papers [27, 35, 38] have noticed and to some extent have made use 
of the fact that some decision odes may be independent ofsome of their parents, 
no one has proposed to prune removable arcs at the preprocessing stage. The 
reason is that pruning arcs from an influence results leads to the violation of the 
no-forgetting constraint. 
Shenoy [34, 35] proposes a new representation fordecision problems, namely 
valuation-based systems. In this representation, the issue of removable arcs does 
not occur. We will come back to this point later. 
Probably because they do not prune removable arcs by preprocessing, none of 
the previous approaches work in a divide-and-conquer fashion. The method by 
[34, 35] does not work in a divide-and-conquer fashion either. The adoption of a 
divide-and-conquer strategy is the most important advantage ofEVALUATE 1 has 
over the previous approaches. 
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The rest of this subsection examines the previous approaches with regard to the 
three remaining properties: separating BN inferences, multiple value nodes, and 
arcs reversals. 
7.2.2. HOWARD AND MATHESON [10], SHACHTER [26], NDILIKI- 
LIKESHA [ 19], AND TATMAN AND SHACHTER [38]. In Howard and Math- 
eson [10], influence diagrams are evaluated in two stages--they are first trans- 
formed into decision trees and then the decision trees are evaluated. Even though 
independencies forrandom nodes can be represented in influence diagrams, [10] 
does not make use of those independencies in evaluation; decision trees are not 
able to accommodate independencies. 
Shachter [26] shows that influence diagrams can be evaluated without he trans- 
formation into decision trees and presents an approach that evaluates an influence 
diagram by properly applying four operations: barren node removal, arc reversal, 
random node removal, and decision ode removal. 
As shown in the third row of Table 1, the approach by [26] does not separate BN 
inferences, does not deal with multiple value nodes, and requires arcs reversals. 
By generalizing influence diagram into potential influence diagrams, the ap- 
proach by Ndilikilikesha [19] is able to evaluate an influence diagram by using 
only three operations: barren node removal, random node removal, and decision 
node removal. The operation of arc reversal is avoided. However, this approach 
still does not separate BN inferences and does not deal with multiple value nodes 
(see the fourth row of Table 7.1). 
Tatman and Shachter [38] generalize influence diagrams in another direction 
for the sake of dealing with multiple value nodes. The evaluation approach is 
very much like [26], except hat it has one more operation, namely the operation 
of merging value nodes. This approach does not separate BN inferences, and it 
requires arc reversals (see the fifth row of Table 1). 
7.2.3. SHACHTER [27]. Let d be an SD candidate node in an influence 
diagram A/', and let v be the only value node in .Af. Shachter [27, 28] has noticed 
that optimal decision functions 6° : f2~r,~ f2d of d can be obtained through 
8~(fl) = arg maxi l laE[vir tu = ~,d  = ~], (58) 
for each fl ~ f2n d. 
Further in this direction, Shachter and Peot [29] (first half) proposes a way to 
scale the value function P-v and change v into a observed random node, denoted 
by u (see also Cooper [3]). Formula (58) is transformed into 
8~(fl) = arg maxc~aP(zrd =/~, d = otlu = 1). (59) 
Thus, this approach separates BN inferences. 
Even though [28] points out the possibility that the conditional expectation 
E[vlzrd = fl, d = or] can be computed in one portion of the original network, the 
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algorithm proposed by the paper does not work in a divide-and-conquer fashion. 
After the optimal decision function for d is computed, the decision ode d is replace 
by a deterministic random node characterized by the optimal decision function. 
The resulting influence diagram contains one less decision odes, but has the same 
total number of nodes as the original network. 
Finally, this approach deals with only one single value node. See the sixth row 
of Table 1. 
7.2.4. SHENOY [34, 35] AND SHACHTER AND PEOT [29]. Shenoy 
[34, 35] proposes a new representation for Bayesian decision problems, namely 
valuation-based systems. Whereas a decision network consists of an acyclic di- 
rected graph, a set of conditional probabilities, and a set of value functions, a 
valuation-based system consists of an (undirected) hypergraph graph with a prece- 
dence relation, a set of potentials, and a set of valuations. The no-forgetting 
constraint is enforced by requiring the precedence r lation to be transitive and by 
the so-called perfect recall condition. 
Influence diagrams can be readily represented asvaluation-based systems. 
Shenoy [34] develops an approach for evaluating a valuation-based system by 
modifying the clique tree propagation algorithm for BN inferences. No arc rever- 
sals are required in this approach. The approach was developed for the case of 
multiple value nodes. However, there is an error. The paper concludes that the 
combination operation is commutative, but it is not. Consequently, the approach 
works only for the case of one single value node. Also, the approach does not 
separate BN inferences (see the seventh row of Table 1). 
Shachter and Peot [29] (second half) present an algorithm for evaluating influ- 
ence diagrams that is very similar to [34]. 
Shenoy [35] proposes a node removal approach for valuation-based systems. 
This approach deals with multiple value nodes. It requires no arc reversals. How- 
ever, numerical divisions become necessary when removing a random node that 
appears in at least one valuation, but not in all valuations. Thus the approach 
requires more numerical divisions than EVALUATE 1, when there are at least wo 
value nodes. When a random node to be removed appears in all the valuations, the 
valuations are combined into one single valuation. Thus, the approach makes less 
use of separability inthe utility function than EVALUATE 1. Finally, this approach 
does not separate BN inferences (see the eighth row of Table 1). 
In a decision network, adecision is presumably to be made based on the values 
of the parents of the decision node. When a decision d is independent of a certain 
parent d, then the arc c--+d is removable [41 ]. Thus arises the issue of removable 
arcs. In a valuation-based system, on the other hand, the set of variables that 
a decision depends upon is not explicitly specified. It is up to the evaluation 
algorithm to find it out. Thus, there is no issue of removable arcs here. This is 
why in Table 1 we state the issue of removable arcs does not apply to [34] and 
[35]. 
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7.2.5. COOPER [3]. To understand the approach by Cooper [3], consider 
an influence diagram .IV'. Let v be the only one value node and let the decision 
nodes be dl, d2 . . . . .  dk. Given a policy 8, let Pa be the joint probability 8 induces 
over all the random and decision odes. It is implicit in [3] that P6(Trdi+l lT~di, di) 
does not depend on 8; and hence can be written as P(~rdi+~ Irrdi, di). 
Recursively define a series of functions gi ( l<i<k) by 
gkQrdk) =def maxak E fv(rrv)P(rcvlzrdk, dk), (60) 
7rd k --7~v 
fo is the value function for v; and for any i<k 
gi(Trd i) =def maxdi Z gi+l(Trdi+l)P(Trdi+ llTrdi, di). 
~di+ 1 -- 7~di 
(61) 
The following proposition is given in [3]. 
PROPOSlTXON 12. For any i ~{ 1, 2 . . . . .  k }, the optimal policy 8 ° for di is given 
by 
8°(Jrdi) = argmaxdi Z gi+l (Jrdi+t)P(rrdi+l IZrcli, di). 
It di + 1 --7tdi 
The optimal expected value E[./V'] is given by 
E[A/'] = y~ gl (zrdl). 
/rd I 
As indicated by the ninth row of Table 1, the approach by Cooper [3] identifies 
BN inferences and does not require arc reversals. However, it does not prune 
removable arcs and does not deal with multiple value nodes, which renders the 
approach inefficient for applications, uch as MDPs, where there are many inde- 
pendencies for decision odes. 
7.2.6. AN OVERHEAD OF OUR APPROACH. Our approach has an over- 
head. Before doing any numerical computation, we need to identify removable 
arcs, and figure out the tail and the body. On the other hand, most previous 
approaches go directly to numerical computations after little graph-theoretical 
preprocessing. 
According to the complexity analysis at the end of section 6.3, the overhead 
takes O(k2(n + e)) time. Our believe is that in many cases, this overhead may 
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help us cut down the time O(l)~ q) for numerical computations, which is usually 
of higher order than O(k2(n + e)). 
As a final note, let us point out the previous algorithms for evaluating influence 
diagrams can possibly be modified to evaluate SDDNs. 
8. CONCLUSION 
This paper has been about how to use Bayesian decision theory to solve decision 
problems that involve multiple decisions and multiple variables. Here is a summary 
of our contributions. 
First of all, the concept of a decision etwork has been developed from a general 
way for stating multiple-decision problems and a standard Bayesian decision the- 
ory setup. A decision etwork is a representation f a decision problem together 
with knowledge (belief) and utilities necessary for its solution. We have argued that 
decision networks are the most general representation framework for the purpose 
of solving what we call multiple-decision problems in Bayesian decision theory. 
The evaluation of a decision etwork requires, in general, an exhaustive search 
through the whole policy space. A concept of decomposability has been introduced 
for decision networks and it has been shown that this decomposability mplies a 
divide-and-conquer strategy. 
From a computational point of view, it is desirable if a decision network is 
stepwise-solvable, i.e if it can be evaluated by considering one decision node at 
a time. We have introduced stepwise-decomposable decision etworks (SDDNs) 
and have shown they can be evaluated not only by considering one decision ode 
at a time, but also by considering only one portion, usually a small portion, of the 
networks at time. It is proved in [41] (chapter 8) that stepwise-decomposability is 
the weakest graph-theoretic criterion that guarantees stepwise-decomposability. 
The problem of evaluating SDDNs has been studied in detail. A number of im- 
portant concepts, uch as simple semi-decision networks, body, tail, and smooth- 
ness have been identified. A procedure named EVALUATE1 has been proposed. 
The advantages of this procedure include the adoption of the divide-and-conquer 
strategy, a clear separation of Bayesian etwork inferences, and fewer numerical 
divisions than others. 
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